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SUMMARY 

This is the first of a series of annual staff studies which will 

provide data on the cost, schedule, and technical performance of the 

Space Transportation System (STS). This effort was undertaken as part 

of the General Accounting Office (GAO) review of the progress of major 

acquisition programs. 

SYSTEN DESCRIPTION AND STATCS 

The STS will include the space shuttle and space tug. The primary 

objective of the STS is to provide a new space transportation capability 

that will substantially reduce the cost of space operations and support 

a wide range of scientific, defense, and commercial uses. 

The space shuttle is currently planned to be operational in 1980. 

It till consist of a manned reusable orbiter; an external, expendable, 

liquid propellant tank; and two recoverable and reusable solid propellant 

rocket boosters. It will be boosted into space-through the simultaneous 

burn of the space shuttle main engines (SSME) and the solid rocket boosters 

(SW * 

The shuttle is expected to place satellites in orbit; retrieve 

satellites from orbit; permit in-orbit repair and servicing of satellites; 

deliver space tugs and their payloads to low-earth orbit; and conduct 

short duration, low-earth orbit, science and applications missions with 

self-contained experiments. The shuttle effort is currently progressing 

under a combined design and development phase. 



. 

The space tug is a propulsive or upper stage that is expected to 

extend the capabilities of the shuttle to greater altitudes than those 

. 

achievable by the orbiter alone, It is expected to be operational by 

late 1983. An orbit to orbit stage (OOS), with limited capabilities, 

will be used during the 1980-83 period. A tentative agreement has been 

reached between NASA and the United States Air Force (USAF) whereby the 

USAF will modify an existing upper stage to become the 00s and NASA will 

continue planning for development of the space tug. 

COMING EVELNTS 

Major milestones of the program include the following: 

--External Tank Preliminary Design Review October 1974 

. --SRB Preliminary Design Review November 1974 

--Orbiter Preliminary Design Review for First 
Manned Orbital Flight February 1975 

--Shuttle System Preliminary Design Review for 
First Manned Orbital Flight _- March 1975 

--Space Shuttle Preliminary Design Review for 
First Manned Orbital Flight May 1975 

--First SSXE Integrated Subsystem Test July 1975 

--External Tank Critical Design Review November 197.5 

RZ!X'RICTIONS ON REVIEW 

Numerous restrictions and delays by NASA on access to information 

limited the depth of our review. Our attempts with NASA to resolve 

access issues have not yet been completed. We anticipate that pending 

changes will improve matters and allow future reviews to be conducted 
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more effectively. NASA is currently preparing a management instruction 

for its various activities to follow in their relations with GAO. 

RESPONSIBILITY FOR SPACE SHUTTLE 

. NASA has the primary responsibility for overall program management 

and integration of the Space Shuttle program. Rockwell International's 

Space Division is NASA's principal contractor with overall integration 

responsibility of the system's major components: orbiter, SSME, external 

tank (ET), and SRB. It is also charged with the development and planned 

production of five orbiter vehicles. 

The remaining contractors are (1) Rockwell International's Rocketdyne 

Division - SSME, (2) Martin Marietta Corporation, Denver Division - ET, 

and (3) Thiokol Chemical Corporation - solid rocket motor portion of the 

SFB. The selection 

contractor is under 

outcome has not yet 

(MSFC) will perform 

of the program. 

of Thiokol as the solid rocket motor's (SRM) prime 

award protest by Lockheed Propulsion Company and the 

been determined. The Marshall Space Flight Center 

SRB design and integration during the initial phases 

NEED TO ESTABLISH BASELINES 

Cost, schedule, and technical performance baselines serve as a 

starting point in our reviews of major acquisitions to measure the 

status of a program and as a basis for tracking its progress through 

the acquisition cycle. 
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One of our review objectives was to identify the baselinei'which 

had been established for the STS. Baselines play an important role in 

the management of a program. They permit management to measure, control, 

and evaluate the progress of a program. Established baselines provide a 

benchmark against which subsequent estimates may be compared. 

Also, the comparsion of baseline cost estimates and current estimates 

aids the Congress in making decisions on whether a program should continue, 

be modified, or terminated. Without baseline and current cost estimates, 

the Congress may not be afforded an opportunity to effectively monitor 

the program with confidence that it is achieving its goals. 

ESTIMATED COST OF THE SPACE 
TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM 

NASA has not developed a cost estimate for the total cost of the 

development and operation of the STS but has established baseline cost 

estimates for four STS elements. 

NASA stated that baseline cost estimates-should be identified with 

definitive program content and/or specific system configurations. We 

believe that baseline estimates should be prepared early in program 

definition and that, if necessary, a range of costs may be provided to 

bracket the various system configurations under consideration. 

When the present shuttle configuration was approved in March 1972, 

NASA presented to the Congress the results of an analysis of the develop- 

ment and operations of the STS from 1972 through 1990 based on a mission 
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model of 581 flights. The purpose of the analysis was to compare the 

economics of the projected space effort for NASA, DOD, and others, using 

the STS and alternate programs of existing and/or new expendable launch 

systems. 

The analysis included a $16.1 billion cost estimate, including DOD 

costs and STS operating costs from 1979 through 1990. Certain costs such 

as Government institutional costs paid through NASA's Research and Program 

Management (R&WI) Appropriation and Research and Development(R&D) technology 

costs were excluded from the economic analysis because they were considered 

applicable to all competing transportation systems. NASA has characterized 

the mission model used for the economic analysis as a representative set of 

candidate space missions rather than an approved program plan. Also, the 

$16.1 billion estimate was in 1971 dollars; therefore it did not consider 

inflation over the life of the program. 

IW3A officials stated that they have conf+dence in the estimates for 

defined program elements identified as baselines, whereas, the other esti- 

mates are considered preliminary or planning estimates which are likely 

to change when the final configurations have been established. 

STS elements which have 
been baselined 

NASA made in-depth reviews of the cost estimates for three STS elements 

included in the analysis and considers them to be baseline cost estimates. 

1 
NASA has updated its mission model throughout the program. Therefore, 
matters presented in the staff study involve 439, 581, or 782 flight 
mission models. 
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These estimates are (1) $5.150 billion for RDT&E of the space shuttle 

(2) $300 million for NASA's space shuttle facilities, and (3) $1.0 bil- 

lion for refurbishment of the two development orbiters and production of 

three additional orbiters. Apart from the March 1972 analysis, NASA 

established a baseline estimate of $10.45 million as the average cost 

-per flight for the shuttle based on a 439 flight mission model. 

STS elements which have not been baselined 

The following are STS elements which do not have baseline cost estimates. 

The cost estimates shown are in some instances contractor estimates and 

have not been subjected to in-depth reviews by NASA.. 

cost 
Estimate 
March 1972 
-$iziiGg 

Elements considered in the March 1972 STS analysis: 

Modifications and requirements for expendable 
upper stages =_ / 

Development and investment for reusable space 
tugs 

DOD facilities 

Recurring STS operating costs exclusive of 
the space shuttle operating cost 

Elements excluded from the March 1972 STS analysis: 

R&FM costs 

R&D costs not defined as development cost 
chargeable against the STS 

$ 290 

$ 809 

$ 500 

See below 

See below 

See below 

See below Inflation 
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Operating costs 
. . I *  . . 

The March 1972 economic analysis included STS operating costs of 

$8.050 billion from 1979 through 1990. A baseline estimate has been 

established only for cost per flight of the space shuttle. Operating costs 

not baselined include such items as the cost per flight for (1) expendable 

upper stages which NASA estimated to range from $1 million to $10 million 

(1973 dollars) and (2) the space tug which NASA estimated to be about 

$1 million (1973 dollars). 

R&PM and R&D costs 

NASA has projected that the Civil Service manpower level during 

peak year shuttle development (costs paid with R&PM funds) will be about 

5,000 people. Also certain R&D costs related to the space shuttle develop- 

ment are not being charged against the space shuttle. These costs are 

for R&D effort which is funded by NASA organizations or activities outside 

the Space Shuttle Program. We identified $116.6 million of R&D obligations -_ e 

through November 1973 which appeared to be related to shuttle development, 

but were not charged against the shuttle 'I'T&E baseline estimate. In May 

197k, NASA officials provided GAO with results of an analysis presented to 

the Congress which indicated that the total in-house costs which could be 

related or pro-rated to design, development, test, and evaluation of the 

space shuttle has been estimated at about $2.049 billion (1973 dollars) 
-._ 

through fiscal year 1981. 
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Inflation . , 

NASA used a 5 percent inflation factor to update its space shuttle 

development estimate from 1971 dollars to 1972 dollars. Based on this 

factor we projected inflation of about $1.5 billion on f&$&',s December 

1973 estimate of $5.150 billion for development of the space shuttle. 

STATUS OF RASELINED STS ELEJVENTS 

AS of December 31, 1973, NASA expected to complete the RDT&E portion 

of the Space Shuttle Program within the $5.150 billion baseline estimate. 

However, on February 4, 1974, NASA announced a potential $50 million cost 

increase due to a program delay caused by funding constraints on the 

fiscal year 1975 budget, 

some facility and facility related costs are not included in 

NAgAvs shuttle facilities estimate but, according to NASA, will be 

charged against the RDT&E baseline estimate. These costs are for 

(1) unforeseen facilities requirements, (2) off-installation facilities, 
-_ 

(3) locally-funded projects, and (4) non-collateral equipment. costs 

for all of these shuttle-related facilities are charged against the 

RDT&E estimate when they are uniquely and directly required for the 

space shuttle. 

During our review, we noted that NASA has identified potential cost 

growth or additional program requirements for three facilities projects: 

orbiter landing facilities, mobile launchers, and SSME test facilities. 

NASA expects,however,to complete its facilities program within the $300 

million estimate because of off-setting changes which might occur in 

other facility requirements. 
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NASA has a current working estimate of $9.06 million for the average 

cost per flight of the space shuttle but considers the difference between 

this estimate and its baseline estimate of $10.45 million a program reserve. 

SCHEDULE 

NASA has established schedule baselines for certain critical milestones 

for the STS. Changes for these baselines are shoim below: 

NASA's Milestone Commitments to Congress 

Baseline 
Milestone (March 1972) 

First Horizon- 
tal Flightb Mid 76 

First Manned 
Orbital 
Flight 1st QTR 

1978 

Operational 1st QTR 
Capability 1979 

Fiscal Year 1974 
Budget Request Slippage 
(February 1973) (Months) 

1st QTR 
1977 

7-P 

By end of 9 
3-978 

By end of 9 
1979 

Fiscal Year 1975 Total 
Budget Request Slippage Slippage 

(February 1974)" (Months) (Months) 

2nd TR 
% 1977 

l-3 10-12 

2nd QTR 4-6 13-15 
1979 

- --_ 
2nd QTR 4-6 13-15 
1980 

"Data provided by NASA and not verified. 

b First Horizontal Flight replaced by Approach and Landing Test. 

The initial 7- to 9- month slippage, according to NASA, was caused by 

reduced funding which forced it to proceed at a slower pace and delay con- ._ 

tractor manpower buildup. However, NASA officials testified in fiscal 

y'ear 1974 congressional hearings that further cost reductions or delays will 

start causing major increases in the program's cost. 
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Schedule changes may have a significant impact on both the cost and 

potential benefits to be derived from the STS. Target dates for delivery 

of orbiters four, and five were extended by 24 and 26 months, respectively. 

These changes are related to the USAF's 1982 operational date for the 

Vandenberg Air Force Base launch site which is 2 years later than the 

date assumed by NASA in its economic justification analysis in March 1972. 

Since the original production schedule was established to produce 

the most efficient flow consistent with anticipated annual funding, NASA 

stated that the production stretch-out may increase STS costs because of 

inflation and a less efficient production schedule. The increase would 

occur in the production phase of the program, rather than in the develop- 

ment phase where the NfGA Administrator has made a commitment to the 

Congress to develop the shuttle within the $5.150 billion baseline estimate. 

PERFORMANCE 

NASA has established performance requirements which serve as guide- 

lines for the design and development of the Space Shuttle Program. 

. Numerous changes have been made to performance requirements at all 

levels but, according to NASA personnel, have'not significantly altered 

overall program objectives and cost projections. 

NASA's performance management system requires that major shuttle 

contractors track and report periodically on selected performance 

characteristics. The status of three characteristics being tracked by 

NASA and Rockwell International's Space Division, is discussed below. 

- 10 - 
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Payload-to-Orbit - This refers to the weight the shuttle system is 

expected to be able to place in orbit. The deployment of 32,000 pounds 

into a specified near polar orbit was one of the major factors used to 

establish the vehicle's size because this is the most demanding of the 

shuttle's missions. As of December 1973 the projected capability was 

32,108 pounds. 

Orbiter Weight - In August 1972, when Space Division received 

authority to proceed with the contract, the orbiter was designed to 

have a "dry weight" limitation (weight without payloads, fuel, etc.) of 

170,000 pounds. In December 1972 this was reduced by NASA to 150,000 

pounds primarily to reduce the cost per flight and to maintain control 

of the total vehicle size. 

Reduction of the orbiter weight eliminated a 15,000 pound growth 

margin for contingencies and requirement changes. A vigorous weight 

reduction program was initiated which subsequently provided a weight 

margin of about 13,000 pounds. However, by D&ember 1973, this margin 

had been reduced to about 1,900 pounds. This provides only about a 

1.3 percent margin in contingencies and requirement changes. Space 

Division had originally planned to have a 10 percent margin at Preliminary 

Design Review scheduled for February 197.4 because historical data on space- 

craft indicated a 10.6 percent weight growth from that point through the life 

of the programs. NASA officials stated that the planned growth margin at 

Preliminary Design Review was reduced to 6 percent for the 150,000 pound 

orbiter. Studies are in progress to increase the orbiter weight-growth 

margin and according to NASA several potential weight reduction changes 

have been identified. 

-XL- 
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Thermal Protection System - Thethermalprotection system protects 

the primary airframe structure of the orbiter vehicle from the effects 

of aerodynamic heating during ascent and entry. The thermal protection 

system is considered by NASA to be the highest risk area of the program 

because methods of applying basic technology have not been fully demon- 

strated. Two areas of concern are (1) the amount of heat which could 

enter through gaps between tiles making up part of the thermal protec- 

tion system and (2) whether the desired degree of reusability can be 1 

achieved. 

UPPER STAGES 

The space tug and the 00s will extend the capabilities of the shuttle 

to greater altitudes than those achievable by the orbiter alone. 

Based on the 1973 mission model, upper stages such as the tug and 

00s would be required for 65 percent of 555 automated payloads to be 

deployed by the space shuttle from 1980 through 1991. Some additional 
_-- 

payloads beyond the payload delivery capability of the shuttle alone 

called for (1) expendable solid kick stages after deployment by the 

shuttle in low-earth orbit and (2) the use of expendable launch systems. 

Current tentative plans call for an estimated development cost of 

up to $100 million (1973 dollars) for the 00s and $400 million (1.973 dollars) 

for the space tug rather than about $770 million (1971 dollars) as esti- 

mated in March 1972 for development of upper stages. Upper stage capa- 

bilities under these plans,however, are less than those considered in 

March 1972. For example, the round trip payload capability of the tug 
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between low earth orbit and geosynchronous orbit has been reduced from 

3,000 pounds to 2,400 pounds. The reduction in cost resulted primarily 

from deleting the requirement for developing a new engine which was no 

longer needed because of the above reduction in payload capability. 

MATTERS FOR CONSIDERATION 

The following areas warrant special attention: 

1. The absence of baseline cost estimates for some elements of the 

STS limits visibility and reduces management's capability , 

to monitor and control the total STS effort. In addition, 

congressional decisions concerning the initial approval of 

large programs and subsequent funding levels can best be made 

when all related costs are known and baseline cost estimates 

are -provided. Consequently, the Congress may wish to require 

J!JASf!. to provide cost estimates for all elements of the STS 

including those elements of the $16.1 billion estimate included 

in the economic analysis which have not been previously baselined 

and related elements excluded from this estimate such as R&Pi?, 

other research and development effort, and inflation. For those 

elements such as the space tug where a number of alternatives are 

still being considered and it is not feasible to establish a 

single baseline estimate, a range could be used as the baseline 

cost estimate. .- 

2. Two high risk areas identified by NASA are the space 

shuttle's thermal protection system and the orbiter weight. 

- 13 - 



The Congress may wish to have NASA apprise them periodically 

on the development progress in these areas and other high 

risk areas which may arise. 

3. Projected upper stage capabilities are now less than the 

capabilities assumed in March 1972. Moreover, projected 

economic benefits may occur later than planned because the 

planned operational date for the Vandenberg Air Force Base 

launch site is 2 years later than assumed by NASA in March L 

1972. Therefore, the Congress may wish to have NASA ex- 

plain the impact the change in planned tug capabilities 

and the extension of operational dates for the Vandenberg 

Air Force Base launch sites will have on the program. 

AGENCY REVIEW 

A draft of this staff study was reviewed by NASA officials associated 

with the management of this program and comments are incorporated as 
-_ 

_ - I  

appropriate. As far as we know, there are no residual differences in fact. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

This is the first of a series of annual staff studies which will 

provide data on the status of cost, schedule, and technical performance 

for the Space Transportation System (STS) development by the National 

Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA). The STS will include the 

space shuttle and the space tug. The review was undertaken in respons,e 

to congressional requests that the General Accounting Office (GAO) re- 

port on the progress of major acquisition programs and covers the period 

from approval of the present shuttle configuration in March 1972 through 

December 1973. 

The primary objective of the STS is to provide a new space transpor- 

tation capability that will substantially reduce the cost of space opera- 

tions and support a wide range of scientific, defense, and commercial 

uses. In March 1972 NASA estimated that economz, benefits from using the 

STS instead of expendable launch systems would be $5.6 billion through 

1990. By-October 1973, the number of projected space shuttle flights had 

increased; from 581 to 725. NASA estimated that this increase and other 

program changes would increase the STS's economic benefits over expendable 

launch vehicles to $14.1 billion. Unless otherwise stated, all cost esti- 

mates cited this report will be in 1971 dollars. 

- lj - 
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1. The space shuttle is intended to place satellites in orbit; retrieve 

satellites from orbit; permit in-orbit repair and servicing of satellites; 

deliver space tugs and their payloads to low-earth'orbit; and conduct 

short duration, low-earth orbit, science and applications missions with 

self-contained experiments, 

DESCRIPTION 

The space shuttle will consist of a manned reusable orbiter, which 

looks like a delta-winged airplane with length and wingspand comparable to 

a DC-9 airliner but with a wider body; an external, expendable, liquid 

propellant tank; and two recoverable and reusable solid rocket boosters 

(SRB). It will be boosted into space through the simultaneous burn of 

the space shuttle main engine (SSME) and the SRB which will detach at an 

altitude of about 25 miles and descend into the ocean by parachute to be 

recovered for reuse. The SSME burn will continue until the orbiter and 

external tank (ET) are near orbit velocity. The ET will then be detached 

and will land at a predetermined remote ocean site. Using its orbital 

maneuvering subsystem, the orbiter will continue into low-earth orbit. 

A pictorial profile of a shuttle mission is shown below. 

SOLID ROCKETMOTORS 

LWNCH 

' ORBKER ENTRY 

IANDING 

r .  16 - 
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The space shuttle will be able to place 65,000 pounds in a 150 

nautical mile due-east orbit and 32,000 pounds into a specified 100 

nautical mile near-polar orbit. The shuttle will be able to deliver 

lower payload weights to higher orbits. 

The space tug is a propulsive or up:per stage that extends the 

capabilities of the shuttle to greater altitudes than those achievable 

by the orbiter alone and is expected to be operational by late 1983. 

During the 1980-83 period, an orbit to orbit stage (OOS), which is to 8 

be a modification to an upper stage currently being used with expendable 

launch systems, will be used but will have limited capabilities. The 

space tug and the 00s are presented in Chapter 7. 

HISTORY 

After the first decade in space operations, the national space 

program was confronted by (1) a mix of promising and important space 

mission opportunities for the mid.-1970s and beyond, and (2) a high cost 
-_ _c 

of then current flight hardware and ground support operations for recurring 

orbital transportation operations. 

Based on NASA1s experience in space systems development and the large 

number of space flights anticipated, consideration was given to a reusable 

manned space shuttle which would operate between earth and low-earth orbit. 

NASA has projected economies in launch system costs and in payload develop- 

ment and procurement costs through the use of a space shuttle. NASA has 

stated, however, that the justification for the shuttle is not based on 

economics alone. Another fundamental reason is the necessity to have a means 

for routine‘quick reaction to space and return to earth in order to achieve 

the benefits of the scientific, civil, and military uses of space. 
. .n y!y-- - ,-%lf i ,\, i, F: F j-y p \j / ., i L_ -3 t i !:, k; \_ c 
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The United States Air Force (USAF)~hss been designated by the 

Department of Defense (DOD) as the organization responsible for making 

certain that DOD's interests are considered in the design and development 

of the shuttle. 

Initially, NASA studied a two-stage fully recoverable shuttle con- _ 

figuration consisting of an orbiter and a booster, each of which would 

be operated by a two-man crew. Both stages were to use high-pressure 

oxygen/hydrogen engines and were to have internal tankage for both fuel 

and oxidizer. The shuttle was to take off vertically, and the booster 

rocket engines were to carry the orbiter to the fringe of the atmosphere., 

The booster would then separate from the orbiter and fly back to earth 

for an airplane-like landing using conventional air-breathing jet engines. 

The orbiter would proceed under its own rocket power to orbit, per- 

form its mission, and return to earth, landing horizontally like an air- 

plane. The orbiter and the booster would maneuver in the earth's atmos- -_ i 

phere using conventional air-breathing jet engines, and would be designed 

to be reusable for 100 or more flights. 

During the fiscal year 1973 budget hearings, NASA testified that this 

fully reusable system would have maximum payload flexibility and would 

provide the least costly operational space transportation. However the 

annual funding and peak-year funding required during research and develop- 

ment were relatively high, so IWYL extended its studies to cover new configura- 

tions which could be developed within anticipated funding constraints, 
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Subsequent alternatives considered before the present configuration 

(described on page 16) included the use of expendable hydrogen tanks and 

the use of liquid pump-fed or pressure-fed boosters. 

When operational, the space shuttle is to accomplish most launches of 

NASA, DOD, and others. Shuttle launches and landings will be at the Kennedy 

Space Center (KSC) (to be operated by NASA) and a launch site at the Vanden- 

berg Air Force Base (to be operated by the USAF). 

NASA is to fund development of the space shuttle and construction of 

almost all facility requirements except those at Vandenberg Air Force Base. 

The USAF will fund facility costs at Vandenberg and plans to purchase two 

production orbiters and associated flight and ground support equipment. 

STATUS 

The shuttle effort is currently progressing under combined design and 

development phases of NASA's four-phase developmental approach--(l) Preliminary 

Analysis, (2) D f t e ini ion,(z) Design,and (4) Development and Operations. 

SPACE SHUTTLE RESPONSIBILITY 
_d 

NASA has the primary responsibility for overall program management and 

integration. NASA also takes the lead in inline functions of softl:ear 

development, SRB integration, and operational planning. 

The responsibility for development, production, and operational support 

for the space shuttle will be divided among four -prime contractors and numerous 

subcontractors. Rockwell Inte-rnational's Space Division, is charged with the 

development and planned production of five orbiter vehicles. It is also charged 

with overall integration responsibility of the system's major components: 

orbiter, SSME, ET, and SRB. 
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The remaining contractors are (1) Rockwell International's Rocketdync 
..,, 

Division - SSME, (2) Martin Marietta Corporation, Denver Division - ET, and 

(3) Thiokol Chemical Corporation - Solid rocket motor portion of the SRD. 

The selection of Thiokol as the solid rocket motor (SRM) prime contractor 

is under award protest by Lockheed Propulsion Company and the outcome has 

not yet been determined. The Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC) 

will perform SRB design and integration during the initial phases 

of the program. Details concerning the contracts are shown in 

Appendix I. 

The contracts have been let in increments and the value of each 

successive increment will be subject to negotiations. The amounts of 

the initial increments of the major contracts are (1) $459.6 million 

for Rockwell International's Space Division, (2) $442.4 million for 

Rockwell International's Rocketdyne Division, and (3) $107.2 million 

for Martin Marietta, Denver Division. BEST DOCUMENT AVALABLE 
RFSTRICTIONS ON REVIEW 

-- 
Numerous restrictions and delays by NASA on-access to information 

limited the depth of our review. Our attempts with NASA to resolve access 

issues have not yet been completed. We anticipate changes which could 

improve matters and allow future reviews to be.conducted more effectively. 

NASA is currently preparing a management instruction for its various 

activities to follow in their relations with GAO. 

Restrictions on access to information stemmed from application and 

interpretation of preliminary guidelines concerning the GAO review which 

were prepared by NASA and issued by the Johnson Space Center (JSC) to 

other space centers and contractors. NASA Headquarters never officially 

approved the guidelines, but they nevertheless governed the release of 

information to GAO. 
- 20 - 



Limitations were placed on access to support for fiscal year 1975 

and prior years' budgets, run-out cost estimates on individual contracts, 

and "planned actions, proposed dates, and future milestones." Applica- 

tion of the guidelines delayed receipt of essential information as long 

as three months. On occasion, requested supporting documentation such 

as contractor estimates on impact of delay in production, key issues and 

problem areas for facility projects, and detailed cost estimates used for 

internal management of the program was not released to the GAO. 
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CHAPTER2 ,.I, . 
SPACE TRANSPORTATIOllr SYSTF% COST 

Cost, schedule, and technical performance baselines serve as a starting 

point in our reviews of major acquisitions to measure the status of a program 

and as a basis for tracking its progress through the acquisition cycle. 

One of our review objectives was to identify the baselines which had 

been established for the STS. Baselines play an important role in the 

management of a program. They permit management to measure, control, and 

evaluate the progress of a program. Established baselines provide a ben'ch- 

mark against which subsequent estimates may be compared. 

Also, the comparison of baseline cost estimates and current estimates 

aids the Congress in making decisions on whether a program should continue, 

be modified, or terminated. Without baseline and current cost estimates, 

the Congress may not be afforded an opportunity to effectively monitor the 

program with confidence that it is achieving its goals. 

ESTIMATED COST OF THE SPACE 
TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM - --_/ 

NASA has not developed a cost estimate for the total cost of develop- 

ment and operation of the STS, but has established baseline cost estimates 

'for four STS elements. 

NASA stated that baseline cost estimates should be identified with 

definitive program content and/or specific system configurations. We 

believe that baseline estimates should be prepared early in program defini- 

tion and that, if necessary, a range of costs may be provided to bracket the 

various system configurations under consideration. 
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When the present shuttle configuration was approved in March 1972, 

NASA presented to the Congress the results of an analysis of the develop- 

ment and operations of the STS from 1972 through 1990 based on a mission 

model of 5811 flights. The purpose of the analysis was to compare the 

economics of the projected space effort for NASA, DOD, and others, using 

the STS and alternate programs of existing and/or new expendable launch 

systems. 

NASA informed the Congress of other categories of cost required for 

the STS but did not provide cost estimates for future years for some of 

these categories. 

The following table presents the cost estimate from the STS/alternate 

programs analysis as presented to the Congress in March 1972. It includes 

DOD costs and STS operating costs from 1979 through 1990. 

NASA officials stated that they have confidence in the estimates for 

defined program elements identified as baselines, whereas, the other 

estimates are considered preliminary or planning estimates which are likely 
-- 

to change when the final configurations have been-established. 

'NASA has updated its mission model throughout the program. Therefore, 
matters Fresented in the staff study involve 439, 581, or 782 flight 
mission models. 
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TABLE 1 

Es-kimated Space Transportation System Costs 
T~U-OIJ.$J 1-923 (1377. Dollars in Billions) 

Elements Cost Estimate 

Non-recurring Costs: 

Developmental Costs--Research, Development, 
Test and Evaluation (RDT&E) $ 5.150" 

Orbiter Inventory (Refurbishment of the two 
development orbiters and production of 
three orbiters) 1.003" 

Modifications and Requirements for 
Expendable Upper Stages .2go 

Facilities (Including two launch sites): 
NASA $ .300" 
DOD .500 

Reusable Space Tugs: 
RDT&E 
Investment 

$ 0638 
.I.71 

Total 

Recurring Costs During Operations 

.800 

.8og 

$ 8,049 

8.050~ 

TOTAL $16 9 099 

aBaseline estimate. 

bA baseline estimate has been established for the average 
cost per flight of the space shuttle based on a 439 flight 
mission model rather than the 581 flight mission model used 
in this analysis. 
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TTASA made in-depth reviews of the cost estimates for three STS 

elements included in the analysis and considers them to be baseline cost 

estimates. These estimates are (1) $5.150 billion for RDT&T? of the space 

shuttle, (2) $300 million for NASA's space shuttle facilities, and (3) $1.0 

billion for refurbishment of two development orbiters and production of 

three orbiters. Apart from the March 1972 analysis, NASA established a 

baseline estimate of $10.45 million as the average cost per flight' for 

the shuttle based on a 439 flight mission model. 

In addition to shuttle facilities to be funded within NASA's $300 

million baseline estimate, some facility and facility related costs are 

chargeable against the $5.150 billion RDT&X baseline estimate. These 

costs are for: 

Unforscen facilities requirements - When facilities requirements of 

$25,000 or less are not forseen at budget submission or are forseen but 

not Validated, authority provided by recent authorization acts is utilized 
-. 

by NASA to fund them from its Research and Development (R&D) Appropriation 

if they cannot be deferred to the next budget cycle. This same authority 

can be used if the facilities have been made urgent by changed circumstances 

after preparation of the annual budget. According to NASA, the funds spent 

for all such projects are periodically reported to the Congress and have 

totaled less than $1 million to date. 

lAlso referred to by NASA as Design, Development, Test, and Evaluation 

2The $10.45 million per flight estimate was based on a 439 flight mission 
model rather than the 581 flight mission model considered in developing 
the $16.1 billion STS cost estimate. 
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Off-insts!.lation facilities . . . - Authority provldcd In au thorj.7ation 

acts alloys NASA to use R&D funds for facility items, other than land, 

at locations other than installations of the NASA Administrator when 

they are used in the performance of R&D contracts. By exercising this 

authority, NASA has obligated and charged to the RDT&E estimate $18.4 

million for SSMZ test and assembly facilities at Conoga Park and Santa 

Susana, California. 

Locally funded projects - New construction and additions to existing 

facilities up to $10,000 and rehabilitation and modifications up to 8 

$25,OOO are not charged against the $300 million estimate. These projects 

are charged against the RDT&E estimate when the facilities uniquely support 

shuttle requirements. We did not determine the funds spent on such projects, 

if any. 

Non-collateral equipment - Non-collateral equipment is defined by 

NASA as equipment that "... can be severed and removed after erection or 

installation without substantial loss of value or damage thereto or to the 
-. - -- 

premises where installed." By definition non-collateral equipment are not 

facility items and are therefore not charged against the $300 million 

estimate. Examples of this type equipment include office furnishings and 

laboratory equipment. According to NASA personnel, shuttle related non- 

collateral equipment is charged to shuttle liDT&E and, to the extent possible, 

is disclosed to the Congress in annual construction of facility budgets and 

other documents. Non-collateral equlipment costing about $31.5 to $35.5 

million will be required for projects included in UASA's fiscal year 1974 

budget estimates. 
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NASA purposely; excluded certain costs from the analysis because they 

were considered equally applicable to all programs under analysis. These 

costs included shuttle related costs paid through NASA's Research and 

Program Management (R&34) Appropriation and certain costs not defined by 

NASA as shuttle RDT&E costs. Also, the $16.~ billion estimate was in 

1971 dollars and therefore, did not consider inflation over the life of 

the program. 

The following are STS elements which do not have baseline cost estimates. 

'The cost estimates shown are in some instances contractor estimates and 

have not been subjected to in-depth reviews by NASA. 

cost 
Estimate 
March 1972 
.-(iqG-q- 

Elements considered in the March 1972 STS analysis: 

Modifications and requirements for expendable 
upper stages -_ _, 

Development and investment for reusable space 
tugs 

DOD facilities 

Recurring STS operating costs exclusive of the 
space shuttle operating cost 

Elements excluded from the March 1972 STS analysis: 

R&PM costs 

R&D costs not defined as development cost 
chargeable against the STS 

$ 290 

$ 809 

$ 500 

See below 

See below 

See below 

See below Inflation 
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The krch 7.9'72 economic analysis included STS operating costs of $8.059 

billion from 1973 through 1933. A baseline estimate has been established 

only for cost per flight of the space shuttle, however, it was based on a 

439 flight mission model rather than the 581 flight mission model that was 

used in formulating the $16.1 billion estimate. Operating costs not 

baselined included such items as the cost per flight for (1) expendable 

upper stages which NASA estimated to range from $1 million to $10 million 

(1973 dollars) and (2) the space tug which NASA estimated to be about $1 

million (1973 dollars). 

Shuttle Related R&D Costs 

Funds expended from the OMSF's space shuttle budget line item of NASA's 

R&D Appropriation are the only charges made against the development baseline 

estimate of $5.150 billion. These charges do not include some additional 

R83 effort related to shuttle develo-pment. NASA officials stated that a 

definite dividing line does not exist between R&D effort which should be 

charged against the space shuttle estimate and R&D effort which should not. 

One member of the Senate Authorization Committee on Aeronautical and 

Space Sciences expressed concern about NASA's accounting practices. This 

Senator stated that: 

"My own feeling is that at the outset of a project such 
as this (space shuttle), where there is bound to be some 
controversy, I think that for the purposes of your credi- 
bility factor and ours, it would be best to have this 
(space shuttle appropriation) as a separate line item, and 
have everything in R&D included there... Then nobody can 
accuse either you or the committee of having hidden costs.' 
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-, The I\JASA Administrator said this could be done, but no action hzs been 

t3kcn to include all R&D costs in the space shuttle line item. 

We identified about $116.6 million of R&D obligations through 

November 1973 which appeared to be shuttle related and was not reported 

against the RDT&E estimate or as a cost of the Space Shuttle program. If 

this amount were considered and added to the reported program obligations, 

total R&D obligations would be $583.2 million or 25 percent greater, The 

obligations we identified are discussed below. 

Shuttle Technology and Shuttle Vehicle and Engine Definition 

Shuttle Technology and Shuttle Vehicle and Engine Definition funds of 

$12.4 million from funds appropriated in 1970 are not considered by NASA as 

chargeable to their PDT&X estimate. T'nese obligations were primarily 

incurred during early developmental phases and were excluded by an informal 

agreement reached betrween N.4SA and the Office of Management and Budget. 

According to NASA, they should not be charged against the baseline estimate 

because they were for feasibility studies rather than for development. 

Supporting Research and Technology 

By examining research and technology project definitions for NASA 

organizations, we identified about $93.0 million (Table 3) obligated by the 

OMSF and the Office of Aeronautics and Space Technology (OAST) for research 

and technology projects which appear to be in support of shuttle development. 
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Shuttle Related Ressarch Activity 
0bli::stions bv Fiscal Years (In Idillions) 

Prior to 
Organization 19'70 1970 1971 1972 1973 --- 

OAST $1.2 $10.6 $30.1 $23.3 $6.8 

OMSF 0.0 4.4 5.6 8.4 2.3 -- --- 
TOTALS $1.2 $15.0 -- $35.7 $31.7 $9.1 --- 

aFigures do not add due to rounding. 

1974 l;lm 
11/30/73 Total 

$ l 3 $72 .l" 

2 L 20.9 

$22 $93.0" 

NASA officials said that there is no clear distinction between R&Da 

efforts represented by these obligations and those efforts which are charged 

against the RDT&E estimate. 

Concerning OAST effort, NASA stated in 1972 Congressional testimony 

that "The OAST Shuttle technolo,q program will 00, support the Office of 

Manned Space Flight Shuttle program activities as appropriate to help assure 

that the shittle vehicle will be built on schedule and within the available 

funds." 

NASA stated that non-shuttle funded supporting research generally 

concentrates on "state-of-the-art technology" with broad potential appli- 

cation in future programs while shuttle funded tasks concentrate on develop- 

ment of a particular approach consistent with the shuttle system configuration 

and other requirements. 

This explanation did not appear to be consistently valid for the research 

projects we examined. For example, the justification for a 1973 OMSF research 

project entitled Space Shuttle--Aerothermodynamics, the funds for which are 

charged to the RDT&E estimate (about $876 thousand obligated through June 30, 

19731, reads in part as follows: 
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. "This effort is dcsi5ncd to provide current state-of-the-art 
tcc!ln~lo~;~~ sIuLI~~:J;; in support of the engineerin;; design analysis 
on the spaci: s11ut-t1e vcl1icle:;. It includes analytical st-:tdien 
and e~erimcntal testing as necessary to analyze vehicle acro- 
thermodynzic characteristics and to accurately define performance 
capabilities. . . .'" 

The justification for another 1973 OKSF project with the same title, the 

funds for which are not charged to the RDTGE estimate (about $319 thousand 

obligated through November 30, 1973), reads almost identically: 

"The objective of this... is to provide support for the aero- 
dynamic and thermodynam3c development of the Space Shuttle 
vehicle. The tasks listed are of analytical and experimental 
nature D They involve the development of criteria and methods in I 
those areas where adequate knowledge or prediction tools exist 
for the definition of aerotherrr,,?dynamic environments or design 
values. The follo&ng items listed below have been selected 
because of their critical impact on the shuttle design: (1) 
Aerodynnmic Stud, 7~ of S-pace Shuttle Vehicle Concepts, (2) Shuttle 
Load Distributions, (3) Booster Staging Environment,..." 

Development, Test, and Mission Operations 

Shuttle related R?&D costs are also -paid from the OMSF Development, 

Test, and Mission Operations (DTKO) portion of NASA's R&D Appropriation. 

DTMO funds provide a variety of contractual general support costs for 

manned space flight activities. No estimate was-made for the amount of 

these costs related to the STS, although NASA informed the Congress that 

some DTMO costs would be related to shuttle development. NASA officials 

stated that the shuttle RDT&E estimate was made under the assumption that 

Da10 funding would be maintained at an annual level of about $200 million 

(1971 dollars). 

Some of the general support programs planned that will benefit the 

shuttle include materials testing at the White Sands Test Facility and 
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e1.ectr.i ~21 po-:rer instnLmentati@n testing at JSC. Future decisions on 

TrhC!t;her deX~eloprrien-I;al tctsks will be accor@ished by shuttle R8.D con- 

tractors or by contractors providing l!?ASA's institutional support will 

normally determine whether they are charged to the shuttle RDT&E estimate 

or to DTNO. Only the cost of those tasks performed by shuttle R&D con- 

tractors are charged to the LRDT&E estimate. 

As an example of DLINO funding, $11.2 miLlion of DTMO costs were 

incurred at IYEFC in direct support of the Space Shuttle Program from 

July 1972 through December 1973. This amount represents about 10.4 percent 

of the total Dm'lO funds allocated to MSFC for fiscal years 1973 and 1974. 

Research and Program Management 

Consistent $:ith the NASA appropriation structure, civil service 

manposrer costs and logistics, technical, and administrative support costs 

are funded by the R&E! appropriation. For fiscal years 1972 and 1973, 

NASA identified 1,234 and 2,309 positions, respectively, as direct effort 

on the Space Shuttle Program. This number was expected to increase to 

about 5,000 at the peak of the development program. Shuttle related costs 

of $84.6 million were funded by this appropriation from July 1967 through 

November 1973. R&PM costs are not charged against the shuttle's baseline 

estimate. Therefore, future decisions on whether tasks will be accomplished 

by NASA personnel or by shuttle contractors will determine whether the costs 

are charged against the baseline estimate. 



. 
Inflatior A --- 

Inflation can constitute a major portion of a program's total cost 

and the total a. )unt of inflation incurred can be influence.; by management 

decisions affec-tin; the rate and timing of expenditures., Coxsequently, we 

believe inflation should be considered in the decision-making process and 

included in estimates made by Federal agencies. Our position was -presented 

to the Congress in a report entitled "Estimates of the Impact of Inflation 

on the Costs of proposed Frograms Should Be Available to Committees of the 

Congress:" dated December 14, 1972 (B-176873). 

The potential inflationary impact of a recent decision on total shuttle 

program costs is presented below for illustration: 

During fiscal year 1974 Senate authorization hearings, 
W3.4 announced that th e shuttle development program had 
been ester&d by 9 months in order to hold fiscal year 
137Ji speildiil~ to the targets set by the President. This 
extension will result in inflationary increases because 
more funds will be exymdcd duing the later years cf 
the program than previously planned. Projected inflationary 
increases due to this change are shovn in the follow'ng 
table. An inflstlonary factor of 5 percent peer year i was 
assumed in the calculation. 

5 percent per year factor was selected by GAO because 
NASA had previously used this rate as the inflation 
factor for 1972. 
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Estimate Before Estimate After 
g-Month Delay g-Month Delay 

FiDT&E Estimate Without 
Inflation 

Inflationary Cost 

Total Estimate Including 
Inflation 

$5.150 

1.406 

$6,556 --- 

$5.150 

1.482 

$6.632 

Estimated 
Inflationary 

Increase 

$ -o- 

.076 

$ .076 ’ 

Additional inflationary cost increases can be anticipated from other 

management decisions. A delay of the first manned orbital flight by an 

additional 4 to 6 months as announced by the N.4SA Administrator in 

February 1971is and a 2-year delay in -production of two orbiters should c 

increase STS costs because of inflation. Additionally, changes made in 

the timing of funding for facilities should result in similar increases. 

In view of the impact of inflation, NASA hag.undert&en discussions 

with the Office of Management and Budget to recognize the influence of 

inflation in projecting funding levels for its prograLms in the future. 
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The status of three1STS cost elements for which NASA has made 

baseline cost estimates--space shuttle RDT&:E, IWSA funded facilities, 

and cost per flight--is set forth below. 

SPACE SIIUTTLY RESEARCH, DEVELOPMENT, 
TEST AND EVALUATION 

KAxA's baseline estimate of $5.150 billion was for the cost to 

design, develop, test, and evaluate two orbiters (including the SsijlE) 

and the SFB and ET needed to fly, six development missions. This esti- 

mate KM evaluated in detail by NAS'X2and the IW3A Administrator made a 

commitment to develop the space shuttle srithin the estimate. NASA has 

subdivided the estimate into ten major categories. This su.bdivision 

together with recorded obligations throz$ I\Tovember 30, 1973, is sholm 

in the following table: 

-- 

1 The status of the baseline estimate for refurbishment of 'cx.ro develop- 
ment orbiters and production of three new orbiters is not discussed 
because the Space Shuttle Program is still in the design and develop- 
ment phase. 



Catc~ory 
Vehicle and Engine 

Definition 

Technology 

Main Engine 

Solid Rocket Booster 

External Tank 

Orbiter 

Airbreathing Engines 

Launch and Landing 

System Nanagement 

co11trsct Aciin;nistr-t~tiGlI 

Subtotal 

Less: $12.4 million 
exciuded by RMA 
from RDTCE baseZ.ne 

Total 

Ori&3l 
l;:;timate in 
1971 dollars" 

(~'arch 1972) 

Current Estimate 
in Real Year 
Dollarsb 

(December 1973) 

$ 88.4 

21.1 

4,911.5c 

21.9 

482.0 

1,078.~ 

76.8 5.4 

$5,150.0-- $W $-,svys-- 

Obligations 
November 1973 

$ 99.9 

21.8 

135.9 

.4 

2.6 

211.9 

0.0 

. 5 

-5 

12.4 
!pitxz- -II- 

. aDetailed estimates were not prepared by NASA. 
bThe estimate in real year dollars is the estimate in 1971 dollars increased 

by assumed inflation factors. 
'Estimates for the orbiter, main engines, external tank, and solid rocket 
booster were combined at NWI's request so as not to hinder contract nego- 
tiations with space shuttle contractors. 

&Figurcs do not add due to rounding. 
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The OblS ~rttions :;!10rm above acco~mt for ibout 55 percent of time 

$853.5 million budgeted for the Space Shuttle Progran for fiscal years 

1971 throu;h 1974. IQX2!. officials stated that through April 1974, 

$761.6 million, or about 89 percent of the funds budgeted for the Space 

Shuttle Program, had been obligated. 

As of December 31, 1973, NASA expected to complete the RDT&E portion 

of the program within the $5.150 billion estimate. On February 4, 1974, 

hovever, IWA announced a revised cost estimate of $5.2 billion and a ' 

revised development schedule due to a reduction in its fiscal year 1975 

budget request from $839 million to $800 million. The $50 million increase 

vas described as tentative since IW3A had not had an opportunity to work ou4 

the i.ztails of the nev schedule with its contractors. Projected RUT&E 

funding pi*< or to this announce~~ent is shown in the folloving table: 

TABLE 5 

Projected RDT&E Funding Requirements -. 
(1972 dollars in Xil'l.!.ons) --- 

Fiscal years 

1975 
1976 
1977 
19'78 
Balance to Complete (1979 & 1980) 

Amount 

$ 850 
1,100 

g; 
728 

Total $4,541 
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]&J$i 1 s :>3ol.r million b:2.scline cstim:2,tc for construction and modification 

of test, development, and launch and landing facilities represents 37.5 

percent of the $800 million estimate for all facilities. DOD facilities 

comprise the remainder. Included in IX..SA's estimate are facilities planning 

and design, both preliminary and final; engineering services of about 10 per- 
1 

cent; collateral equis!nent ; and a 10 to 15 percent contingency. 

Although the facilities estimate comprises only a small portion of 

projected STS costs, facilities are criticalto the program's success. 

Comlpletion dates for sow facilities are linked directly to and arc neces- 

sary for the shwLtle dev,:loglent effort. X!"Gi& stated thet the shuttle 

program trill be delayed 5-f these projects are not comp1+kd on time. For 

exarqh, a l-year fuizdin~ delay for the SSKE sea level test facilities 

wov.ld result in a car;-es;~ond-Ii-~ delay of the shuttle vehicle xJ1'os1'8!il. NASA 

personnel have testified that any further delays xi11 cause ,major increases 

in the cost of the shuttle pro&ram. 

Current Construction of Fncilitier, Estil%te 

As of December 31, 1973, IZ&%'s estimated facilities cost ~z+,s $285 to 

$310 millio-n, as shown in Table 6. The amounts sholm depict anticipated 

costs through 1980 and ar e expressed in 1971 dollars. 

1 
Collateral equipment is defined as that equipment which, if removed, 
would impair the usefulness, safety, or environment of the facility. 
Examples inclu.de elevators and heating, ventilating, and air con- 
ditioning systems. 
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FacJlitv catcrow 
. I  

.  . ,  

Technology 

Engine 

Manufacturing and Final 
Assembly 

S-RB Froduction and Test 

Ground Test 

Launch and Landing 

Total P,*oj ccts 

Plus:Faciliiics Planning 
and Design 

Total 

Baseline 
Estimate 
March 15, 1972 

$ 8.0 

20.1 

12.0 26.4 - 28.4 14 :4 - 16.4 

46.0 

40.9 

-150.0 

$ 277.0 

23.0 --- 

$ 300.0 

Current Variance 
Estimate from 

December 31, 1973 Baseline 

$ 9lo - $ 9.0 $ 1.0 - $ 1.0 

16.6 - 1616 ( 3.5)- ( 3.5) 

37.0 - 42.0 ( 9.0>- ( 4.0) 

38.7 - 41*7 ( 2.2)- .8 

135.7 - 148.7 ( 14.3)- ( 1.3) 

$ 263.4 - $286.4 $( 13.6)- $ 9.4 

21.6 - 23.6 ( 1.4)- .6 

S; 285.0 - $310.0 $(1&O)- $ 10.0 
- - 

NXiA's explanation for the above variances was not furnished in time 

for our evaluation but is included as Appendix II. Moreover, the specific 

-projects for lrhich cost growth is projected by IUSA were not identified in 

the information furnished. However, we noted during our review that potential 

cost growths:ilave been identified by W3A on at least three -projects: orbiter 

landing facilities, mobile launchers,and SSHE test facilities. Even if these 

Cost growths materialize, holrever, IWSA's goal is to complete the facilities 

program within the $300 million estimate because of offsetting chwges which 

might occur in other facility requirements. 
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Orbi.tr?r l::nd5 11" facilities - ----- ---\/ I‘LPSA stated on December 14, t'>'[x, th:k 

figy.1 ytiar ly(:+ fundin;; i'or construction of orbiter landing fscilitiec 

at KSC may increase Prom $28.2 million to $29*3 million. The anticipated 

increasft reflects potential cost gro-2th attributable to shortages of 

materials and supplies and to the energy crisis. However, we were subsequently 

advised by NASJ~ that they were able to obtain fuel allocations for this con- 

struction and resolve other uncertainties related to material escalation. 

During Itarch 13711, a fixed @ce contract was awarded for these facilities. 

Based on the contract alrard, the current estimated cost is within the budgeted 

amount; and therefore USA does not anticipate a cost increase rela,ted to 

this facility. 

Mobil:! launchers - L3C officials have identified _I_ --- 

a requir-nent for a third mobile launcher to support the projected launch 

rate of 40 vehicles per year. An estimated $10.1 million (1971 dollars) in 

C of F funds would be required if the third launcher is necessary and is 

approved by NAS$ headquarters. _- 

SSNE test facilities - In March 1974, ROSA identified a potential cost - 

growth of approximately $3.85 million for the SSMJ3 test facilities at 

Santa Susana, California. KASA has advised the appropriate congressional 

committees of this increase. 

Costs Incurred Through November 1973 

NASA reports that thl :s~gh fiscal year 1974, the Congress has appropriated 

$123.5 million foi shuttle facilities, or approximately 30 percent of the 

baseline estimate as adjusted for inflation. of the $123.5 million, about $47.4 

million had been obligated through November 1973. 
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i'light oi' the space shuttle was based on a traffic model of 433 flights 

rather than the 581 Plj.i;ht mission model used for the STS cost estimate 

in the March 1372 analys?s. HMifI has a current working estimate of $9.06 

million but considers the difference between its baseline estimate and its 

working estimate a prosram reserve. 

The cost per flight estimates are comprised of several major cost ele- 

ments and several sub-elements. The net changes between the baseline .estiulste 

and the current working estimat e as of December 1973 are set forth below. 

TABLE 7 

Estimated Average Copt Per Flight 
(m,-1 Dal%-es) 

I 
Pronram Reserve 1 

March 1372 Dsce::-~:er 7973 Percent of 
Million Piill:i cn &lillion I.Inrch 1.972 

cost Elements --- 

External Tank and a 
Solid Rocket Booster 

C-round Operstional 

Spares 

Nain Engines 

Fuel and Propellants 

Program Support 

TOTALS 

dollars 

$ 6.59 

-27 

1.40 

l 23 

.20 

1.76 

$ 10.45 

dollars 

$ 5.34- __ 

-52 

-70 

l 23 

030 

1.97 

$ 9.06 

dollars 

$ 1.25 

( -25) 

-70 

-o- 

( JO> 

( .2q 

$ 1.39 

19 

93 

50 

-o- 

50 

12 

13 

a 
These cost elements were combined because they are considered contractor 

sensitive information, whlich, if disclosed, could compromise NISA's contract 
ncsotiations. 

Primary reasons for changes in the est-inlates are: 
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, External tank ____-. __ .- .- -_._ -. 
Decrease resrllting frpm incorporaticn of 

Cc~F:l:'.?rtc;?- px~~:os‘~l 
incrc:;:j;c rcsu<.ting from r*cight increase 1 

Solid rorlzet boosters -- - _- 
Decrease resulting from updated component/ 

system estimates and the se of five 
boosters from RDTLE phase Y 

Increase resulting from better definition of 
booster and an increase in attrition rate1 

Ground operations 
Increase due to additional manpower for two 

launch sites (original estimate assumed one 
launch site) 

Decrease resulting from reduction in manpower 
rate 

Net increase 

(millions) 

$.26 

(.Ol) * -- 
$.25 

Spares 
Decrease resulting from deletion of abort solid 

rocket motors and exclusion of installation 
costs for thermal protection system 

Decrease from update of orbiter spare require- 
ment 

(S.54) 

C .16) 
Net decrease &.7oj 

Fuels ~r~~ropell.an,ts __-- 
1ncrear:e resulting from resizing to larger tank 

and orbiter 
Increase resulting from additional production 

facilities for two launch sites _ 

Net increase 

$.03 

.07 
$.lO -- 

Program support 
Increase resulting from additional manpower 

requirement for ttro launch sites $.21 

The change from one to two launch sites resulted in an estimated cost 

increase of $540 thousand per flight or a total increase of about 

$237 million. 

1 Individual figures were excluded because they are considered to 
be contractor sensitive information by NASA. 
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CISAPTKE 4 ---- 

SCIIEDLJI23 --- 

RA=;rl hzs stated to the Congress that the space shuttle will be 

developed within certain timeframes. These timeframes were used to 

establish controlled milestones for NASA's three levels of Space 

Shuttle Program management. These levels, called Levels I, II and III, 

cove-r the RDTGGE and production phases of the program. XKX's objective 

is to schedule all program phases in the most efficient and economical 

manner consistent with anticipated annual funding. All Level III 

milestones have not been officially approved, and consequently, were 

not included in the scope of this review. 

During fiscal gear l-973 congressional hearings, NASrl established 

timeframes for the first horizontal flight, the first manned orbital 

flight, and oyerstionsl capability of the space-shuttle. These were 

considered the baselines but were later changed because of funding con- 

straints for fiscal years 197Lt and 1975. The original dates and changes 

as presented in the fiscal year 1974 and 1975 budget submissions to the 

Congress are as follows: 
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Milestone 

First Horizontal I.,;id 19'76 7-3 1st QTR l-3 2nd QTR 10-U 
Fli@tb 1977 1.977 

First Manned 1st QTR 
Orbital l?liC;ht 1978 

9 By End of 4-6 
1978 

2nd QTR 
1979 

13-15 

Operational 1st QTR 9 By End of 4-6 2nd QTR 
Capability 1-973 1978 1980 

"Data provided by NASA and no+ k vc:rified with supportinS documentation, 

b First Horizontal Flight re@.ccd by Approach and iandj.nc Test, 

'13-15 

The initial 7- to y-month progxm sli;;pct:,c, according to msn, w3.s caused 

by reduced funding l;hhich forced it to proceed at a S~OWX JELCC and delay 

contractor r?snpoxr buildup. I~PG!! said that this would not cause develop- 

mental costs to exceed the baseline RDT&E estimate. . However, NfSA officials 

testified in the fiscal year 1974 congressional hearings that further cost 

reductions or delays will start causing majo r increases in the program's 

1 cost. 

Gn February 4, 1974, K/GA announced 

slippar;c: caused by funding constraints. 

this slippage will be covered during our 

an additional 4- to 6-month program 

Program adjustments resultins from 

next review. 

L?ZVSL I IULZSTI3NES 

Level I baseline milestones were issued in April 1972 and were con- 

sistent with those made to Congress. Changes in target dates for these 

milestones are depicted in Table g. 
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First Horibzontal 
Flight 

First Nnnned 
Orbital Flight 

0peratio:ial 
Capability 

Lcvcl I Iil!.:;siolles and Tar!~& Dates ---- 

Fiscal Year Fiscal Year 
l-375 1975 Total 

Baseline SLippaGe Dildgnt 
(Ayyil lyr?z) (f,IoEths) 

Slippage Budget Slippage 
S:2TJy.i ,y si o:'? (?.Ic;llbhS) Sub;~iss$o!ga (!'ionths) - 

Kid l-976 6 Dec. 1376 1 Jan. 1977 7 

Nar c 1973 6 Sept. 1978 2 Nov. 1978 8 

Flsr~. 1973 6 Sept. 1979 2 Nov. 1979 8 

aData provide{! by lW?A and not ;-erified with supporting; documentation. 

bFirst ETorizont.E:l Flight replaced by Approach and Landiw Test. 

The slips reflected above resultc:?. for the same reasons as the slippage 

in ITe,SA's camitment to ConCress. Tne Level I slippage ms not as great 

because the Frog;ram Director irished to provide a contingency for mforeseen 

In Deci..Aer 1973, the number of milestones was increased to encompass 

such progra: clexents as the olqbiter, SSP*IE, SW; -testinS and facilities. 

Changes arc being rnaci~: to the Level I colntrolled milestones to reflect the 

4-to 6-month slippage caused by fundins limitations on the fiscal year 1975 

bu&et request. 

IiLlwi3.L II MILzSTmm3 

Level II milestones were officially established in June 1973. Several 

approved changes to Level II milestone s pay have a significant impact on 

both the cost and po-tentialbenefits to be derived fron the STS. Level II 

tax-cc:, dates for delivery of orbiters four and five Weye extended by 24 and 



The original pro3xction schedule was estzblished to provide the most 

efflicient TIxm consistent vii;h anticipated a.nnuzl funding. IJASA stated that 

produxtion stretch-out iXl>T increase program costs because or" inflation and 

less cfficienf; production due to -the: schedule change. 
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To attain the &jectSves of the Space Shut-i;le Program, the Program 

Director hss established design objectives. These goals, called program 

performnce requirenente, serve as guidelines for, detailed design and 

development by the JSC program manager, project managers, and contractors. 

Performance goals cont;rolled by the Prograzz Director are referred 

to as Level I program requirements. T'cy cover a wide range of topics 

in broad te;*ms. For example, one requirement is for the orbiter vehicle 

to be capable of (1) use for a minimum of 10 years, and (2) low cost 

refurbisllnent and m~intcnance for as many as 500 reuses. More detailed 

requirennznts for attnizzcnt of Level I design go?ls have been established 

by the JSC progl*zdr_ of?ice (Level II), and the project offices (Level III). 

Level Xi requirc9ents have not been officially approved and, accordingly, 

were not inclucieLi in our review. Nuxnerotis changes have been made to pro- 

gram require;-writs at all levels but, according to N'Ci!! personnel, have 

not significantly altered overall program objectives and cost projections. 

LEVEL I RlK'UIK7~~!EBTS --L-- 

Baseline Level I program requirements for the present shuttle 

configuration were issued on April 21, 1972. They were revised on 

May 4, 1973, and an interim supplenent was issued on December 12, 1973. 

We were able to dc.ter!&ne the estimated cost impact of only four of the 

Level I changes although numcrou.s other revisions were made. These four 

change:: resulted in nn estimated cost reduction of more than $330 million 
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made to Level I baseline pro;;ram requirements are enumerated below. 

--The SliLJ.‘ii;lx.Z v3S initially dcsigncd to have off-the-pad abort 

capability throu& the use of abort solid rocket motors. KA,sA 

stated that this requirement was deleted primarily because 

studies revealed that the degree of safety provided 'by abort 

motors was equalled or exceeded by increased redundancy require- 

ments, !l%is change resulted in an estimated cost reduction of 

about $238 million; $20 million for EDT&E, $214 million for t'ne 

total program cost per flight, and $4 million for production. 

A gross lift off weight reduction of 101,450 pounds was asso- 

ciated with this change. 

--Tile Sr?fCtjT requirement for SRB thrust termination T/ras eliminated 

to realize an inert weight reduction of about 1,566 pounds and a 

simplification of SIB structural and avionics subsystems. N!xiA 

was able to make this change after system abort studies were com- 

pleted that detexnined the system ascent mode should continue 

through SF3 burnout for all abort models. According to NAS4 this 

eliminated any requirczent for SRI3 thrust termination to effect 

early separation and resulted in a "safer" system configuration. 

A total program cost reduction of $34.8 million is antlciyated to 

result from an $80,030 cost per flight decrease, 

LEVEL II REQUIRZWRTS -_-- 

Level II baseline program requirements were issued on lglarch 20, 1973. 

Thirteen change packages were approved and issued against the baseline 

doc.uwenI; through January 7, 1974. We were able to determine the impact 
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of orle of those chan[,es, but the remaining eight chances resulted in 

an estimated net pro~rsm cost incrcase of at least $14 million. EX*3I!!ple S 

of Level II changes include the addition of ejection seats in test orbiters 

and design changes to the thermal protection and thermal control systems. 

NASA's performance mana~cmen-t system requires that major shuttle 

contractors track and report periodically on selected performance charac- 

teristics. The status of four requirements being tracked by NfLSA and 

Rockwell Internat.ional's Space Division, is presented below. 

Payload-to-Orbit - ---A... This refers to the weight the shuttle system is 

able to place in orbit. The deployment of 32,000 pounds into a near 

polar orbit (101:' inclination) was used as one of the major factors to 

establish the vehicle' s size because this is the most demanding of the 

shuttle's missions. As of December 1973 the projected carability was 

32,108 p~~ii?d~. 

Orbiter Weight - In August 1972, when Space Division received 

author.Liy to proceed with the contract, the orbiter was designed to have 

a "dry weight" (weight without payloads, fuel, etc.) of 170,000 pounds. 

In December 1972 this was changed by NASA to 150,000 pounds primarily in 

order to reduce the cost per flight and maintain control of the total 

vehicle size. Space Division's estimated cost per flight for the 170,000 

pound orbiter was about $2 million more than ~VWL's $10.45 million baseline 

estimate. The cost per flight is lower with the lightweight orbiter because 

it requires smaller, less expensive, SRI3 and ET. 
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13,C.W pounds. 

to about s,yoo 

'ihe 1,300 

suks~quently provided a weight rnsrgin of approximately 

Eiowver , by December 1973, this margin had been reduced 

pounds. 

pound grol$%h margin provides o-nly about a 1.3 percent 

margin for contingencies and requirement changes. Space Division had 

originally planned to have a 10 percent margin at Preliminary Design Review, 

scheduled for February 1971+, because historical data on spacecraft indi- 

cated a 10.6 percent weight-grow&h frox that point through the life of 

the progr;za. I'iASLl officials stated that the planned geor;+l margin at 

Prelin-L!lary Deci.gn Review vcs reduced to 6 percent for the 150,000 pound 

or0 i t ei' * Within certain limits, any dry weight over the 150,030 pou~~3. base- 

line would reduce the payloa,d-to-orbit ca-lability discussed above. Studies 

are in proL;i-ess to increase the orbiter weight-growth margin, and according 

to KASA, several potential weight reduction changes have been identified. 

Therm1 Protection System - The therms1 protection system protects 

the primary airfra;ne structure of the orbiter vehicle from the effects of 

aerodynamic heating during ascent and entry. Its function is to maintain 

the tempcratu~*e of the struct~u*e below 350' Fahrenheit and it is to be 

capable of at least 100 reuses itith only minor repairs and replacements. 

The therlL%l proi;ecixion system is the proSram's highest risk area 

because methods of applying the basic technology have not been fully / 

deiaonstrated. Some of the characteristics Space Division officials are 



r  

--G~ca b~~i$ce~l tile ;i.les: -A 'The tf.x-rrul protection system tiles 

Will be affixed to the orbiter structure in a manner similar 

to reguhr floor tiles. The amount of heat entering through 

the tile gaps could dxa~e the orbiter if adequate tile gap 

insulation and close out design is not provided, 

--Reusability: The material has to be reusable for over 100 

missions, with 3 to 5 percent projected replacement after each 

launch. Reusability is critical to keep cost-per-flight dthln 

the estin?a,te. 

--Other potential problems: Kaintaining system design weight 

of 19,985 pouads and compensating for design cl:azlges tha5 

affect or'bitcr rxight. 

T~rnarourd Tip-!c - 'i%is is the time required to refurbish the space -- 

shuttle and prepare it for launch after it has returned from a mission. The 

Level I baseline for turnaround time is 160 wor::ing hours over 14 days. As _ 

an operational goal, NAS4 does not expec t to meet the 160 hours requirement 

during the early flights where the scheduled launch rate does not require 

. a t+;o week turnaround capability. Instead, an evolutionary approach will 

be taken brhereby the turnaround time is gradually reduced as experience 

is gained. According to INSA's April 1974 estimate, the turnaround capa- 

bility is 211.5 hours, but various studies are under way to reduce this 

time. 
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NASA's program manngenent system for the space shuttle has not been 

fully implemented. Implementation of the management system will continue 

to evolve as the program progresses. A description of selected elements 

of NASA's planned system is provided below for informational purposes. 

RESPO;T:'tBILITIES AND AUTHORITIES -_-- - 

The overall program planning, direction, and evaluation is conducted 

by the Space Shuttle Program Director within the Office of Manned Space 

Flight (OWSF) at NASA Ecadquarters. He recommends the total program 

budget, allocates and controls research and development (R&D) resources 

within authorixd level'; 9 and defines and controls program requirements. 

Program rcquircmentr; controlled by the Space Shuttle Program Director are 

known as Level I program requirements. 

The authority to manage the shuttle program on a day-to-day basis 
_ - 

has been delegated to JSC as the lead center. A JSC Space Shuttle Program 

Office (Level II) has been established to provide management and technical 

integration for the entire effort in cooperation with project managers 

(Level III). 

Five Space Shuttle Project Managers have been designated: one at 

JSC, three at MSFC, and one at KSC. Each of these managers, except the 

KSC manager, is responsible for one of the shuttle's major components, 

. I.e., the orbiter, SSMF, ET, or SIG. They must design and develop their 

projects, manage applicable contracts, and establish Level III requirements. 
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In addition: cn ov~rril?. prcjectr; mnnafcr has been designated at EFSC and > 

is rpq:G,,:;-I 1.1.3 <or 211. work assigned to that center. The KSC P'ianagcr's 

responsibility includes launch, landing, recovery, and refurbishment 

operations. . Fe must also acsure c v that all shuttle program activities 

assigned to RSC are carried out= 

PEP;FORMANCE XAKAGRKEKT 

An intemv- ,,,ted performance management system is being implemented by 

NASA and contractor organizations. As one of the significant management 

features, this system is intended to provide for the integrated planning 

and scheduling of the Space Shuttle Program. In addition, the system 

provides the basic program performance parameters to be considered in 

the normal ttchnical decision and design process. This includes the 

measurement of progress in achieving established performance parameters. 

Eimxi i :; of the integrated performance management system are (I.) pcrfor- 

mance planning end control, (2) performance change control, (3) perfor- 

mance measuresent, and (4) program visibility techniques. 

Performance Planning and Control -- 

A work breakdown structure which establishes categories for all 

work elements will be used to identify, plan, budget, allocate, authorize, 

schedule, and report on program work and related resources. In conjunc- 

tion with the work breakdcwn structure, a program logic diagram will be 

developed. The diagram will graphically depict the integration of 

system elements and their interrelationships. 
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to preclude unauthorized changes to performance baseiines. The techniques 

to be used will assess the cost and schedule impact of changes before 

approval. 

Performance Ffeasuremcnt 

An integrated cost/schedule/technical performance measurement system 

JKi~~ be est2,blished for the orbiter, ET, XSl.E, and SI??a fl perfol~r~~nce , 

measurer!- nt system is designed to measure progress to:gard achievement of 

identified cost, schedule, and technical parameters and to identify 

potential problems in sufficir?t time to permit corrective action without 

adverse effects on the project. The system is to be keyed to the work 

brcakdovn structure. 

Program Vis_ibility T: cbniques 

Multiple techniqlrcs will be used to provide project management 

visibility. These will include Management Information Centers at KASA 

and contractor facilities and key issue and problem lists. 
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The sprfce tug is a propulsive or upper stage that is expected to 

extend the capabilities of the shuttle to greater altitudes than those 

achievable by the orbiter alone. The space tug will have the capability 

to deliver and retrieve payloads to high altitude, particularly geosyn- 

chronous orbit, to inject payloads into planetary trajectories and to 

conduct in-orbit servicing of payloads. It is being designed to be 

recoverable and reusable. The introduction of the space tug as an opera- 

tional element of the STS will be in late 1983. An orbit to orbit stage 

(OOS), with limited capabilities, will be used during the 1980-83 period. 

A tentative agreement has been reached between NASA and the USAF whereby 

the U SAF will 1~0:~ i Ey an existing upper stage to become the OOS and KASA 

will continue planning for development of the space tug. 

Cu.rrent tentative plans call for an estimated development cost OP np 

to $100 million (1973 dollars) for the 00s and $400 million (1973 dollars) 

for the space Lug rather t'nan abozt $770 million (1971 dollars) whjech was 

u.sed in IQ&A's March 1972 analysis. Capabilities under these plans are, 

however, less than those considered in March 1972. 

The importance of the capability to launch high energy payloads 

(payloads targeted beyond the capability of the shuttle alone) is demon- 

strated by the fact that 43 percent of the 986 paylcads in the 1973 

Payload Node1 for 1980 through 1991 are high energy payloads. Moreover, 

65 percent of the automated payloads to be launched by the shuttle were 

I 
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flights and 80 cxpondable launch vchiclc flights were required. The 

distribution of the payloads for those flights is given below: 

TABT,E 10 

Distribution of-in the 1373 Hission Model - 

(1980 THI'CUGII 1391) -- 

Launch Systrrn Number of Payloads - 

Expendable launch vehicles 95 

Shuttle/Spacelab flights 336 

Shuttle/Automated payloads 
hsot requiring an energy sta:e 
Requiring a solid kicir stagea 
Rcqzising an upper st,-gc 

190 
8 

357 - 555 

Total 986 -. 

a A kick stare ~,lhich is a small expendable propulsive stage can be attached 
to the payload for missions with extremely high energy requirements. 

_ 

HISTORY 

NASA and the DOD have studied a variety of upper stage approaches 

including (1) expcrldable stages not having payload retrieval or in-orbit 

servicing capabilities and (2) recoverable space tugs with varying per- 

formance capabilities (payload delivery; payload delivery and retrieval; 

or payload delivery, retrieval, and in-orbit servicing). 

NASA's Piarch 1972 mission model analysis included expendable Centaur 

and Agena stages as interim upper stages from 1979 through 1984 and a 



. 
1 

, 
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space Lll,? fTGB1 1985 on. This model consisted of 581 shuttle flights and 

called IOr 65 iigCn:I and 65 Centaur flights and for 173 space tug flights. 

Eight Agena kick-stage flights were also called for from 1985 thrcugh 

1990. 

In view of peak year funding problems for development of the shuttle 

and budget constraints on space effort, a tentative agreement was reached 

between NASA and the USAF in October 1973 calling for a three-phased 

upper stage development. The first phase was the OOS, which would be a 

modified existing stage and would be developed by the USA?. Leading 

candidates for modification were the Agena, Centaur, and Transtage. 

The decision on whether the OOS would be expendable or reusable has 

not been r:,:;'ie. IGSA and the USAF are currently looking into performance 

trade-offs, required mission capabilities, capture ch:zracteristics, funding 

trade-offs, developrent trade-offs, and safety considerations. 

The second phase was an interim space tu g which would be operational in 

1985. This tug was to be capal,ie of payload deployment, retrieval, and 

in-orbit servicing of payload based on existing technology through fiscal 

year 1976 and was to use an existing engine. The third phase was a full- 

performance space tug which was to be operational sufficiently beyond 1985 

to justify the development of the interim tug. This tug would be more 

powerful than the interim tug and would be based on technology available 

beyond fiscal year 1975. It would require new engine development to 

accomplish its desired capabilities. 
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In Ileccmbcr IQ73, KA!;;1 and tE1,. USIIF reaffirmed the tr.ntotive ayreenent 

concernirig devclopnent of the OOS, but changed from the interim tug/full- 

performance tug apprcach to the development of a fu.ll-capability tug 

instead. 

NASA stated that the change from the three-phased upper stage 

development to the current tentative plan was made possible by reducing 

the required roundtrip capability between low earth orbit and geosyn- 

chronous orbit from 3,000 pounds (full-performance tug) to Z,r+OO pounds 

(full-capabfiity tug). The decrease reduced the technical challenge in 

tug development because it eliminated the riced for development of a new 

engine. This factor and other projected hardware changes account for a 

reduction in the estimated development cost from $809 million (1973 dollars) 

for the frill-p-.rformancc tuo 0 to $400 million (1973 dollars) for the fuli- 

capabiii~ty tug. ITASA wiil bc responsible for planning related to this 

tug, and officials of both agencies stated that NASA will probably be 

responsible for development. 

co ST 

In the March 1972 analysis, J&ISA included abcut $132 million for 

development of exTendable upper stages (modified Agena and Centaur stages), 

$638 million for development of the space tug, and $171 million for invest- 

ment in space tugs. NASA officials testified in congressional hearings 

that the estimated cost per flight for the tug was $1 million and that the 

estimated cost per flight for the Centaur was $8 million. 



Orbit to orbit stage 

Developmei~t Cost per Flight 
------------(million)--------- I--------P- 

up to $lOoa $ 2 to $ 1oa 

400 $ l-$2 , 

803 $ 142 

aDepending on reusability. There is a tradeoff betxeen development 
cost and cost per fLi&t. 

Orbit to orbit &age 

Est5mtc.d Cost (1973 dollr;r~~ of the Current 
Vopzr Sts&jY Dcvelo:~~,~zGt Plen -- ___.- 

Develonwnt Cost -per Fli&t -I; ------~~~~--(million) ---l---w.--l-l....- l.l,, 

up to $lOO& -- $2 to $10" 

400 about $1 

a 
Depending on reusability. There is a tradeoff between development cost 
and cost per flight. 

As stated previously, W&A's Knrch 1972 analysis called for USC of 

modified Agens and Centaur stages from 1979 through 1984 and for a space 

tug beginning in 1985. The three-phased development plnns called for 

operational dates of 1980 for the 00s and about 1965 for the interim tug. The 

operational dzte for the full-performance tug had not been determined. 
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tr0ii.d not alloii so;;2 hi& energy missio31s to be flown without the use of 

multi%lc statjes. Also, bccsuse of the longer length of the Centaur, some 

DOD missions invo1vin.S long payloads could not be flown in the shuttle 

with a modified Centaur stage unless a "short version" ~erc dcvelo-gcd. 

Expendable launch systr~x G.11 be used during,the transition period to 

the shuttle and one po ssibility is that more missions xi11 be flown on 

the cxpendablc launch systems than would have been required under the 

assu3iptions in N:arch 1372. 
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The interim spwe iu.5 in the three-phased development plan was also 

to be operationa. in 1995, bu.t ms to have a similar round trip capability 

of 2,CO,3 Founds. The Pull-perfomance qmx tu.g (operational dat9 not 

detcrmine2) ~?a:: to have S, 3,030 pound rL rnd-t-rip capability as shorm bclo:;: 

Upper Stage Capabilities Under the %nree Dased -___-___ 
Dcvelo;_w3~t Plan 

Geosynclmmom performance frc:tL lmr earth orbit -A--- ~---. -- 

Wol ov _IZX..CL Retrieve Romd Tri-p 
--------------------(porgies,---------------- 7-7 ---- -_ii 

Orbit-to-orbit sta_n,e 

Intcriti tug 

Full yerfon..c!nc? tuz 

loo-l",OOO 

6,503 - --. 2,400 2,000 

8,000 4,000 3,030 

Current tentative plans call for a fl.Ill-CCitylzhilitj~ tu.2 in late 1983 

which will have a romd trip capability frox lot:-earth orbit to geosyn- 

chronous orbit of 2,4c‘iO pourIdS as Shown below: 
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EASY: stated tlrzt tlx use of e;nmxiable kick sixqes is being considered 
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APPENDIX II - 
I‘agc 1 

UXI dlX.FIAT~~TiO:~ FOR CHAHGES lfi1 

SI!iiTLE FACILITY ESTI!td,TES AT 

APRIL 15, 1972 k:.:?? DECZQER 13, 1973 

This is in response fc #ie above referenced GAO Inquiry requesting an explanation 
of the variances in the shuttle fuciliIy rvnouC cask frGm those originally developed, 
dated APril 15, 197ZT and ihe currant estirnofc~s &fed Gzccmi?er 13, 1973. 

it is our illtention and goal to accomplish SFJCe shuttle facility requirements within 
the $200 milliorj (1971 dollars) cornmitmenf, . Our latest e:firnc;fes indicate clearly that 
we arr stiil Cj:l tirrgef, Inevitably, however, we expected or.’ expericncad some 
intprnz! vc;rbt ions bc:\vecn ihe maio; cateGxies thof make up >he $3~20 million fof-al. 
E!rcr:diy s;:::altiw, fhese variances are thy result of some c/Ian: ‘F. from the origit;aI 
as;urnp!.ioi:i, increased rcquit G menis in some arc~:~s, decreased requirements in o;her 
categories, and bckt-et- definition and improved ccst es!imates of the iaciIi:ies as we 
move from tli= conceptu cil stage to th c design and const-ruction phases. 

Specifically, fhe thermal protection system (TFS) facilities have increased by 
apprc::Imateiy one million c!otla;s (1975 dollars), This increase is primxiiy due 
to f-he need for an aLjitional requirement af JSC to provide capabifify for 
verificot ion and acceprance kesting for the ;r^PS material O 

- 
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The eng in:, Ie;2 faciiities, on the ofh(-,- hand, experienced a net reducticn in the 
afih;utl: of 53.I; million. ‘II lis was cous~d Sy ‘WO reasons: (act) Deletion of thp 
r33 uir”;i: ant fixr :l!t~iL;:.!c? iCstii;a 0: ffle main CtlsinC, after fhe decision was mode 
i&eicct fhc ” pa’“1 tc I burn ” concept, 
lovol) an4 no<J fioQ 

wher~:in the engines ignite at launch (SW- 
iyfjite ill the al! iluch CnvIlonirient, 

for tl!c ssa level fCsting at MTF to provide CQ 

(h) ItlCreQSed rfZ~Lli~~iiiC?~~$ 

pbility for engine throttling tests. 

Concerning fhe m~m~fcrctu! ing and final assemh!y facilities for the orbiter crld 
external tank, a net increase of approximate fy $15 mi I l ion was experienced, 
The maior part of r-he increase is attributed to the facility requirements at 
Down-y and PaIm&!e in support of the orbiter manufocfuring and assembly. 
The sclcction of these plants for this function was predicated or1 the successful 
prcpcsal by Rockwell in mid-137;:. In our initial estimates, we assl_:.med a 
diffcrcnt locc..tion and a different mrrnufacturing plan for fhe orbiter assembly 
function;. Althol~g!l the Michoud I- xcn,l;,iy Facility was base fined for the ~ 
exfert:cll tanks, some incp-ase was experienced for these facilities as wet I. The 
current figures are bu:ed on preiImin,3ry engirn- lutring effort that wos accomplished 
in the foil of 1972, after Michoud VdQs selec!e d for fhr: external tank activiti ><a 
These costs have no:?{ b+p -A confirmed eIter fhe Martin Marietta Corporation I” :s 
se Ieci-cd for Ihc dcvz loprnznt effort D 

The ground tcs: f-- ~~ifliics category coml2ines those iuci!ity categories previously 
identified ill tile April 1972 summary as vel:icle development test: systems iniegra- 
tion and crew training, mission co:ifroI and horizontal flight lesting. The total 
for this category i s essentially the sC,me now as in the original cstirnate3; although 
some variations have occurred within the projects involv:,d, 

Regarding the launch and landing facilities, our current estimates indicate 

potential reductions in the amount of $8-10 million. This is based on completed 
preliminary engineering for several projects and the final design of only one 
project, the runway, Again, it is too soon to reach final conclusions in this 
orea ali-bough we feel confident that the $150 million previously estimated for 
these facilities, would not be exceeded. 
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This is the first of a series of annual staff studies which till 

provide data on the cost, schedule, and technical performance of the 

Space Transportation System (STS). This effort was undertaken as part 

of the General Accounting Office (GAO) review of the progress of major 

acquisition programs. 

SYSTEM DESCRIFTIOX AND STATUS 

The STS will include the space shuttle and space tug. The primary 

objective of the STS is to provide a new space transportation capability 

that will substantially reduce the cost of space operations and support 

a wide range of scientific, defense, and commercial uses. 

The space shuttle is currently planned to be operational in 1980. 

It till consist of a manned reusable orbiter; an external, expendable, 

liquid propellant tank; and two recoverable and reusable solid propellant 

rocket boosters. It will be boosted into space-through the simultaneous 

burn of the space shuttle main engines (SSME) and the solid rocket boosters 

csm l 

The shuttle is expected to place satellites in orbit; retrieve 

satellites from orbit; permit in-orbit repair and servicing of satellites; 

deliver space tugs and their payloads to low-earth orbit; and conduct 

short duration, low-earth orbit, science and applications missions with 

self-contained experiments. The shuttle effort is currently progressing 

under a combined design and development phase. 



. 

The space tug is a propulsive or upper stage that is expected to 

extend the capabilities of the shuttle to greater altitudes than those 

achievable by the orbiter alone. It is expected to be operational by 

late 1983. An orbit to orbit stage (OOS), with limited capabilities, 

will be used during the 1980-83 period. A tentative agreement has been 

reached between NASA and the United States Air Force (USAF) whereby the 

USAF will modify an existing upper stage to become the 00s and NASA will 

continue planning for development of the space tug. 

COMING EVENTS 

Major milestones of the program include the following: 

--External Tank Preliminary Design Review October 1974 

. --SRB Preliminary Design Review November 1974 

--Orbiter Preliminary Design Review for First 
Manned Orbital Flight February 1975 

--Shuttle System Preliminary Design Review for 
First Manned Orbital Flight -_ _c March 1975 

--Space Shuttle Preliminary Design Review for 
First Manned Orbital Flight May 1975 

--First SSME Integrated Subsystem Test July 1975 

--External Tank Critical Design Review November 1975 

RXSTRJXTIONS ON REVIEW 

Numerous restrictions and delays by NASA on access to information 

limited the depth of our review. Our attempts with NASA to resolve 

access issues have not yet been completed. We anticipate that pending 

changes will improve matters and alLLow future reviews to be conducted 
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more effectively. NASA is currently preparing a management instruction 

for its various activities to follow in their relations with GAO. 

RESPONSIBILITY FOR SPACE SHUTTLE 

NclSA has the primary responsibility for overall program management 

and integration of the Space Shuttle program. Rockwell International's 

Space Division is NASA's principal contractor with overall integration 

responsibility of the system's major components: orbiter, SSME, external 

tank (ET), and SRB. It is also charged with the development and planned 

production of five orbiter vehicles. 

The remaining contractors are (1) Rockwell International's Rocketdyne 

Division - SSME, (2) Martin Marietta Corporation, Denver Division - ET, 

and (3) Thiokol Chemical Corporation - solid rocket motor po,rtion of the 

EXE. The selection 

contractor is under 

outcome has not yet 

(MSFC) will perform 

of the program. 

of Thiokol as the solid rocket motor's (SRM) prime 

award protest by Lockheed Propulsion Company and the 

been determined. The Marshall Space Flight Center 
.-_ # 

SRB design and integration during the initial phases 

NEED TO ESTABLISH BASELINES 

Cost, schedule, and technical performance baselines serve as a 

starting point in our reviews of major acquisitions to measure the 

status of a program and as a basis for tracking its progress through 

the acquisition cycle. 
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One of our review objectives was to identify the baselines"which 

had been established for the STS. Baselines play an important role in 

the management of a program. They permit management to measure, control,, 

and evaluate the progress of a program. Established baselines provide a 

benchmark against which subsequent estimates may be compared. 

Also, the comparsion of baseline cost estimates and current estimates 

aids the Congress in making decisions on whether a program should continue, 

be modified, or terminated. Without baseline and current cost estima,tes, 

the Congress may not be afforded an opportunity to effectively monitor 

the program with confidence that it is achieving its goals. 

ESTIMATED COST OF THE SPACE 
TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM 

NASA has not developed a cost estimate for the total cost of the 

development and operation of the STS but has established baseline cost 

estimates for four STS elements. 

NASA stated that baseline cost estimates.should be identified with 

definitive program content and/or specific system configurations. We 

believe that baseline estimates should be prepared early in program 

definition and that, if necessary, a range of costs may be provided to 

bracket the various system configurations under consideration. 

When the present shuttle configuration was approved in March 1972, 

NASA presented to the Congress the results of an analysis of the develop- 

ment and operations of the STS from 1972 through 1990 based on a mission 
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model of 581 flights. The purpose of the analysis was to compare the 

economics of the projected space effort for NASA, DOD, and others, using 

the STS and alternate programs of existing and/or new expendable launch 

systems. 

The analysis included a $16.1 billion cost estimate, including DOD 

costs and STS operating costs from 1979 through 1990. Certain costs such 

as Government institutional costs paid through NASA's Research and Program 

Management (R&BI) Appropriation and Research and Development(R&D) technology 

costs were excluded from the economic analysis because they were considered 

applicable to all competing transportation systems. NASA has characterized 

the mission model used for the economic analysis as a representative set of 

candidate space missions rather than an approved program plan. Also, the 

$16.1 billion estimate ws in 1971 dollars; therefore it did not consider 

inflation over the life of the program. 

NASA officials stated that they have confidence in the estimates for 

defined program elements identified as baselines, whereas, the other esti- 

mates are considered preliminary or planning estimates which are likely 

to change when the final configurations have been established. 

STS elements which have 
been baselined 

NASA made in-depth reviews of the cost estimates for three STS elements 

included in the analysis and considers them to be baseline cost estimates. 

1 
NASA has updated its mission model throughout the program. Therefore, 
matters presented Ln the staff study involve 439, 581, or 782 flight 
mission models. 
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These estimates are (1) $5.150 billion for RDT&E of the space shuttle 

(2) $300 million for !XASA's space shuttle facilities, and (3) $1.0 bil- 

lion for refurbishment of the tt:o development orbiters and production of 

three additional orbiters. Apart from the March 1972 analysis, XASA 

established a baseline estimate of $10.45 million as the average cost 

per flight for the shuttle based on a 439 flight mission model. 

STS elements which have not been baselined 

The following are STS elements which do not have baseline cost estimates. 

The cost estimates shown are in some instances contractor estimates and 

have not been subjected to in-depth reviews by NASA. 

cost 
Estimate 
March 1972 
$.zisq 

Elements considered in the March 1972 STS analysis: 

Modifications and requirements for expendable 
upper stages - .__ 

Development and investment for reusable space 
tugs 

DOD facilities 

Recurring STS operating costs exclusive of 
the space shuttle operating cost 

Elements excluded from the March 1972 STS analysis: 

R&m costs 

R&D costs not defined as development cost 
chargeable against the STS 

$ 290 

$ 809 

$ 500 

See below 

See below 

See below 

See below Inflation 
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Operating costs '. 

The March 1972 economic analysis included STS operating costs of 

$8.050 billion from 1979 through 1990. A baseline estimate has been 

established only for cost per flight of the space shuttle. Operating costs 

not baselined include such items as the cost per flight for (1) expendable 

upper stages which NASA estimated to range from $1 million to $10 million 

(1973 dollars) and (2) the space tug which NASA estimated to be about 

$1 million (1973 dollars). 

R&PM and R&D costs 

NASA has projected that the Civil Service manpower level during 

peak year shuttle development (costs paid with R&PM funds) will be about 

5,000 people. Also certain R&D costs related to the space shuttle develop- 

ment are not being charged against the space shuttle. These costs are 

for R&D effort which is funded by NASA organizations or activities outside 

the Space Shuttle Program. We identified $l16.6 million of R&D obligations -_ fl 

through November 1973 which appeared to be related to shuttle development, 
.- 
but were not charged against the shuttle ??DT&E baseline estimate. In Flay 

1974, NASA officials provided GAO with results of an analysis presented to 

the Congress which indicated that the total in-house costs which could be 

related or pro-rated to design, development, test, and evaluation of the 

space shuttle has been estimated at about $2.049 billion (1973 dollars) 
-._ 

through fiscal year 1981. 
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Inflation 
II, '. 

NASA used a 5 percent inflation factor to update its space shuttle 

development estimate from 1971 dollars to 1972 dollars, Based on this 

factor we projected inflation of about $1.5 billion on NASA's December 

1973 estimate of $5.150 billion for development of the space shuttle, 

STATUS OF BASELINED STS ELEMENTS 

As of December 31, 1973, NASA expected to complete the RDT&E portion 

of the Space Shuttle Program within the $5.150 billion baseline estimate. 

However, on February 4, 1974, NASA announced a potential $50 million cost 

increase due to a program delay caused by funding constraints on the 

fiscal year 1975 budget. 

Some facility and facility related costs are not included in 

NASA's shuttle facilities estimate but, according to NASA, will be 

charged against the RDT&E baseline estimate. These costs are for 

(1) unforeseen facilities requirements, (2) off-installation facilities, 

(3) locally-funded projects, and (4) non-coliateial equipment. costs 

for all of these shuttle-related facilities are charged against the 

RDT&E estimate when they are uniquely and directly required for the 

space shuttle. 

During our review, we noted that NASA has identified potential cost 

growth or additional program requirements for three facilities projects: 

orbiter landing facilities, mobile launchers, and SSME test facilities. 

NASA expects,however,to complete its facilities program within the $300 

million estimate because of off-setting changes which might occur in 

other facility requirements. 
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NASA has a current working estimate of $3.06 million for th‘e average. 

cost per flight of the space shuttle but considers the difference between 

this estimate and its baseline estimate of $10.45 million a program reserve. 

SCHEDULE 

NASA has established schedule baselines for certain critical milestones 

for the STS. Changes for these baselines are shoim below: 

NASA's Milestone Commitments to Congress 

Baseline 
Milestone (March 19'72) 

First Horizon- 
tal Flightb Mid 76 

First Manned 
Orbital 
Flight 1st QTR 

1978 

Operational 1st QTR By end of 
Capability 1979 1979 

Fiscal Year 1974 Fiscal Year 1975 Total 
Budget Request Slippage Budget Request Slippage Slippag 
(February 1973) (Months) (February 1974)" (Months) (Months 

1st QTR 7-9 
1977 

By end of 
1978 

9 

9 

2nd TR 
&b 1977 

l-3 10-12 

2nd QTR 4-6 13-15 
1979 

- -__ 
2nd QTR 4-6 13-15 
1980 

"Data provided by NASA and not verified. 

b First Horizontal Flight replaced by Approach and Landing Test. 

The initial 7- to g- month slippage, according to NASA, was caused by 

reduced funding which forced it to proceed at a slower pace and delay con- . . 

tractor manpower buildup. However, NASA officials testified in fiscal 

year 1974 congressional hearings that further COSL reluztions or delays wi.U. 

start causing major increases in the program's cost. 
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Schedule changes may have a significant impact on both the cost and 

potential benefits to be derived from the STS. Target dates for delivery 

of orbiters four and five were extended by 24 and 26 months, respectively. 

These changes are related to the USAF's 1982 operational date for the 

Vandenberg Air Force Base launch site which is 2 years later than the 

date assumed by NASA in its economic justification analysis in March 1972. 

Since the original production schedule was established to produce 

the most efficient flow consistent with anticipated annual mding, NASA 

stated that the production stretch-out may increase STS costs because of 

inflation and a less efficient production schedule. The increase would 

OCCUT in the production phase of the program, rather than in the develop- 

ment phase where the NASA Administrator has made a commitment to the 

Congress to develop the shuttle within the $5.150 billion baseline estimate. 

PERFORMANCE 
-_ 

_c 

NASA has established performance requirements which serve as guide- 

lines for the design and development of the Space Shuttle Program. 

. Numerous changes have been made to performance requirements at all 

levels but, according to NASA personnel, have not significantly altered 

overall program objectives and cost projections. 

NASA's performance management system requires that major shuttle 

contractors track and report periodically on selected performance 

characteristics. The status of three characteristics being tracked by 

NASA and Rockwell InLernational's Space Division, is discussed below. 
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Payload-to-Orbit - This refers to the weight the shuttle system is 

expected to be able to place in orbit. The deployment of 32,000 pounds 

into a specified near polar orbit was one of the major factors used to 

establish the vehicle's size because this is the most demanding of the 

shuttle's missions. As of December 1973 the projected capability was 

32,108 pounds. 

Orbiter Weight - In August 1972, when Space Division received 

authority to proceed with the contract, the orbiter was designed to 

have a "dry weight" limitation (weight without payloads, fuel, etc.) of 

170,000 pounds. In December 1972 this was reduced by NASA to 150,000 

pounds primarily to reduce the cost per flight and to maintain control 

of the total vehicle size. 

Reduction of the orbiter weight eliminated a 15,000 pound growth 

margin for contingencies and requirement changes. A vigorous weight 

reduction program was initiated which subsequently provided a weight 

margin of about 13,000 pounds. However, by December 1973, this margin 

had been reduced to about 1,900 pounds. This provides only about a 

1.3 percent margin in contingencies and requirement changes. Space 

Division had originally planned to have a 10 percent margin at Preliminary 

Design Review scheduled for February 1974 because historical data on space- 

craft indicated a 10.6 percent weight growth frcxn that point through the life 

of the programs. NASA officials stated that the planned growth margin at 

Preliminary Design Review was reduced to 6 percent for the 150,000 pound 

orbiter. Studies are in progress to increase the orbiter weight-growth 

margin and according to NASA several potential weight reduction changes 

have been identified. 

-ll- 
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Thermal Protection System - Thethermalprotection system protects 

the primary airframe structure of the orbiter vehicle from the effects 

of aerodynamic heating during ascent and entry. The thermal protection 

system is considered by NASA to be the highest risk area of the program 

because methods of applying basic technology have not been fully demon- 

strated. Two areas of concern are (1) the amount of heat which could 

enter through gaps between tiles making up part of the thermal protec- 

tion system and (2) whether the desired degree of reusability can be . 

achieved. 

UPPER STAGES 

The space tug and the 00s will extend the capabilities of the shuttle 

to greater altitudes than those achievable by the orbiter alone. 

Based on the 1973 mission model, upper stages such as the tug and 

00s would be required for 65 percent of 555 automated payloads to be 

deployed by the space shuttle from 1980 through 1991. Some additional 
- -e 

payloads beyond the payload delivery capability o; the shuttle alone 

called for (1) expendable solid kick stages after deployment by the 

shuttle in low-earth orbit and (2) the use of expendable launch systems. 

Current tentative plans call for an estimated development cost of 

up to $100 million (1973 dollars) for the 00s and $400 million (1973 dollars) 

for the space tug rather than about $770 million (1971 dollars) as esti- 

mated in March 1972 for development of upper stages. Upper stage capa- 

bilities under these plans,however, are less than those considered in 

March 1972. For example, the round trip payload capability of the tug 
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between low earth orbit and geosynchronous orbit has been reduced from 

3,000 pounds to 2,400 pounds, The reduction in cost resulted primarily 

from deleting the requirement for developing a new engine which was no 

longer needed because of the above reduction in payload capability. 

MATTERS FOR CONSIDERATION 

The following areas warrant special attentidn: 

1. The absence of baseline cost estimates for some elements of the 

STS limits visibility and reduces management’s capability , 

to monitor and control the total STS effort. In addition, 

congressional decisions concerning the initial approval of 

large programs and subsequent funding levels can best be made 

when all related costs are known and baseline cost estimates 

are provided. Consequently, the Congress may wish to require 

EUA to provide cost estimates for all elements of the STS 

including those elements of the $16.1 billion estimate included 
- -_ 

in the economic analysis which have n&been previously baselined 

and related elements excluded from this estimate such as R&R4, 

other research and development effort, and inflation. For those 

elements such as the space tug where a number of alternatives are 

still being considered and it is not feasible to establish a 

single baseline estimate, a range could be used as the baseline 

cost estimate. 

2. Two high risk areas identified by NASA are the space 

shuttle’s thermal protection system and the orbiter weight. 
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The Congress may wish to have NASA apprise them periodically 

on the development progress in these areas and other high 

risk areas which may arise. 

3. Projected upper stage capabilities are now less than the 

capabilities assumed in March 1972. Moreover, projected 

economic benefits may occur later than planned because the 

planned operational date for the Vandenberg Air Force Base 

launch site is 2 years later than assumed by NASA in March I 

1972. Therefore, the Congress may wish to have NASA ex- 

plain the impact the change in planned tug capabilities 

and the extension of operational dates for the Vandenberg 

Air Force Base launch sites will have on the program. 

AGENCY REVIEW 

A draft of this staff study was reviewed by NASA officials associated 

with the management of this program and comments are incorporated as 

appropriate. As far as we know, there are no residual differences in fact. 
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CHAPTER1 

INTRODUCTION 

This is the first of a series of annual staff studies which will 

provide data on the status of cost, schedule, and technical performance 

for the Space Transportation System (STS) development by the National 

Aeronautics and Space Administration (NfLSA). The STS will include the 

space shuttle and the space tug. The review was undertaken in response 

to congressional requests that the General Accounting Office (GAO) re- 

port on the progress of major acquisition programs and covers the period 

from approval of the present shuttle configuration in March 1972 through 

December 1973. 

The primary objective of the STS is to provide a new space transpor- 

tation capability that will substantially reduce the cost of space opera- 

tions and support a wide range of scientific, defense, and comercial 

uses. In March 1972 NASA estimated that eco&&6 benefits from using the 

STS instead of expendable launch systems would be $5.6 billion through 

1990 l By-October lYi’3, the nmiber of projected space shuttle flights had 

increased from 581to 725. NASA estimated that this increase and other 

program changes would increase the STS's economic benefits over expendable 

launch vehicles to $14.lbillion. Unless otherwise stated, all cost esti- 

mates cited this report will be in 1971 dollars. 
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The space shuttle is intended to place satellites in orbit; reiricve 

satellites from orbit; permit in-orbit repair and servicing of satellites; 

deliver space tugs and their payloads to low-earth orbit; and conduct 

short duration, low-earth orbit, science and applications missions xith 

self-contained experiments. 

DESCRIPTION 

t0 

The space shuttle will consist of a manned reusable orbiter, which 

looks like a delta-winged airplane with length and wingspand comparable 

a DC-9 airliner but with a wider body; an external, expendable, liquid 

propellant tank; and two recoverable and reusable solid rocket boosters 

(SIB). It will be boosted into space through the simultaneous burn of 

the space shuttle'main engine (SSME) and the SRB which will detach at an 

altitude of about 25 miles and descend into the ocean by parachute to be 

recovered for reuse. The SSME burn will continue until the orbiter and 

external tank (ET) are near orbit velocity. The ET will then be detached 

and will land at a predetermined remote ocean site. Using its orbital 

maneuvering subsystem, the orbiter will continue into low-earth orbit. 

A pictorial profile of a shuttle mission is &-i&n below. 

y$p 3z-h SOLIDROCKETMOTORS &,. 
STJGlffG/ . e ai 

. * ORBITER ENTRY i 

PI . ,. 

. 

LAUNCH. 
IANDING 

/ 
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The space shuttic r:illbe able to place Gg,OOO po~mds in a 150 

nautical mile due-east orbit and 32,000 pounds into a specified 1W 

nautical mile near-polar orbit. The shuttle will be able to dcli;rcr 

lower payload weights to higher orbits. 

The space tug is a propulsive or upper stage that extends the 

capabilities of the shuttle to greater altitudes than those achievable 

by the orbiter alone and is expected to be operational by late 1983. 

During the 1980-83 period, an orbit to orbit stage (OOS), which is to . 

be a modification to an upper stage currently being used with expendable 

launch systems, will be used but will have limited capabilities. The 

space tug and the 00s are presented in Chapter 7. 

HISTORY 

After the first decade in space operations, the national space 

program was confronted by (1) a mix of promising and important space 

mission opportunities for the mid-1970s and beyond, and (2) a high cost 
- .__ / 

of then current flight hardl:are and ground support operations for recurring 

orbital transportation operations. 

Based on NASA1s experience in space systems development and the large 

number of space flights anticipated, consideration was given to a reusable 

manned space shuttle which would operate between earth and low-earth orbit. 

NASA has projected economies in launch system costs and in payload develop- 

ment and procurement costs through the use of a space shuttle. NASA has 

stated, holrever, that the justification for the shuttle is not based on 

econotics alone, Another fundamental reason is the necessity to have a means 

for routine quick reaction to space and return to earth in order to achieve 

the benefits of the scientific, civil, and military uses of space. 
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'I'hc United States Air E'orcc (ULW) has been designated by the 

Department of Defense (DOD) as the organization responsible for making 

certain that DOD's interests are considered in the design and devclocacnt 

of the shuttle, 

Initially, NASA studied a two-stage fully recoverable shuttle con- 

figuration consisting of an orbiter and a booster, each of which Tijould 

be operated by a two-man crew. Both stages were to use high-pressure 

oxygen/hydrogen engines and r:Tere to have internal tankage for both fuel 

and oxidizer. The shuttle was to take off vertically, and the booster 

rocket engines were to carry the orbiter to the fringe of the atmosphere. 

The booster would then separate from the orbiter and fly back to earth 

for an airplane-like landing usin, m conventional air-breathing jet engines. 

The orbiter would proceed under its olrn rocket power to orbit, per- 

form its mission, and return to earth, landing horizontally like an air- 

plane. The orbiter and the booster would maneuver in the earth's atmos- -_ d 

phere using conventional air-breathing jet engines, and would be designed 

to be reusable for 100 or more flights. 

During the fiscal year 1973 budget hearings, XASA testified that this 

fully reusable system would have maximm payload flexibility and would 

provide the least costly operational space transportation. Hol<ever the 

annual funding and peak-year funding required during research and develop- 

ment were relatively high, so ITAS4 extended its studies to cover new configure- 

Cons which could be developed within anticipated fJnding constraints. 
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Subsequent alternative s considered before the present configuration 
. 

(described on psC;c 16) included the use of expendable hydrogen tanks and 

the use of liquid pump-fed or pressure-fed boosters. 

When operational, the space shuttle is to accomplish most launches of 

IZGA, DOD, and others. Shuttle launches and landings will be at the Kennedy 

Space Center (KSC) (to be operated by NASA) and a launch site at the Vanden- 

berg Air Force Base (to be operated by the USAF). 

NASA is to fund development of the space shuttle and construction of 

almost all facility requirements except those at Vandenberg Air Force Base. 

The USAF will fund facility costs at Vandenberg and plans to purchase -L;:Jo 

production orbiters and associated flight and ground support equipment. 

STATUS 

The shuttle effort is currently progressing under combined design and 

development phases of NASA's four-phase developmental approach--(l) Preliminary 

Analysis, (2) Definition,(j) Design,and (4) Development and Operations. 

SPACE SHUTTLE RESPONSIBILITY - -_ _- 
NASA has the primary responsibility for overall program management and 

integration. NASA also takes the lead in inline functions of soft>;ear 

development, SRB integration, and operational planning. 

The responsibility for development, production, and operational support 

for the space shuttle till be divided among four prime contractors and numerous 

subcontractors. Rockwell International's Space Division, is charged with the 

development and planned production of five orbiter vehicles. It is also charge:': 

with overall integration responsibility of the system's major components: 

orbiter, SSME, ET, and SRB. 
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The remaining contractors are (1) Rockwell International's Rockctd:~nc 

Division - SSE, (2) Martin Xariettct Corporation, Denver Division - ST, c~l.5 

(3) Thiokol Chemical Corporation - Solid rocket motor portion of the SZ. 

The selection of Thiokol as the solid rocket motor (SRZ) prime contractor 

is under a;,nrd protest by Lockheed Propd.~i on ComT:sny and the outcome hcl; 

not yet been determined. The Marshall Space Flight Center (?ISFC!) 

xqi.11 perform SRI3 design and integration during the initial Fhases 

of the program. Details concerning the contracts are shown in 

Appendix I. 

The contracts have been let in increments and the value of each 

successive increment will be subject to negotiations. The amounts of 

the initial increments of the major contracts are (1) $459.6 million 

for Rockwell International's Space Division, (2) $&2.4 million for 

Rockwell International's Rocketdyne Division, and (3) $107.2 million 

for Martin Marietta, Denver Division. BEST DOCUMENT AVAltABL 
RFSTRICTIONS ON RFVIEW 

- -__ 
Numerous restrictions and delays by ILGA on &cess to information 

limited the depth of our review. Our attempts with NASA to resolve access 

issues have not yet been completed. We anticipate changes which could 

improve matters and allow future reviews to be.conducted more effectivelg. 

XASA is currently preparing a management instruction for its various 

activities to follow in their relations with GAO. 

Restrictions on access to information stemmed from application and 

interpretation of preliminary guidelines concerning the GAO review which 

were prepared by NASA and issued by the Johnson Space Center (JSC) to 

other space centers and contractors. NASA Headquarters never officially 

approved the guidelines, but they nevertheless governed the release of 

information to G&O. 
- 20 - 



Limitations were placed on access to support for fiscal year 19'75 

and prior years! budgets, run-out cost estimtcs on individual contracts, 

and "plann& actions, proposed dates, and future nilestones." Applica- 

tion of the guidelines delayed receipt of essential infommtion as long 

as three xzonths. On occasion, requested supporting documentation such 

as contractor estimates on impact of delay in production, key issues and 

problem areas for facility projects, and detailed cost estimates used for 

internal management of the program was not released to the GAO. 
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CBAETER 2 

SPACE TRANSPORT.".TiOIT ~STEX COST 

Cost, schedule, and technical performance baselines serve as a starting 

point in our reviews of major acquisitions to measure the status of a program 

and as a basis for tracking its progress through the acquisition cycle. 

One of our review objectives was to identify the baselines which had 

been established for the STS. Baselines play an important role in the 

management of a program. They permit management to measure, control, and 

evaluate the progress of a program. Established baselines provide a ben'ch- 

mark against which subsequent estimates may be compared. 

Also, the comparison of baseline cost estimates and current estimates 

aids the Congress in making decisions on whether a program should continue, 

be modified, or terminated. Without baseline and current cost estimates, 

the Congress may not be afforded an opportunity to effectively monitor the 

program with confidence that it is achieving its goals. 

ESTIMATED COST OF THE SPACE 
TRANSPORTATION SYSTE14 

- -_ 

NASA has not developed a cost estimate for the total cost of develop- 

ment and operation of the STS, but has established baseline cost estimates 

'for four STS elements. 

NASA stated that baseline cost estimates should be identified with 

definitive program content and/or specific system configurations. We 

believe that baseline estimates should be prepared early in program defini- 

tion and that, if necessary, a range of costs may be provided to bracket the 

various system configurations under consideration. 
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When the present shlktle ccnfiguration was approved in :Lrch 137?, 

NASA presented to the Con- ,cess the results of an analysis of the dcvelop- 

ment and operations of the STC from l-372 through I-790 based on a mission 

model of 581-l fl:if;hts. The purpose of the analysis was to covarc the 

econcmics of the projcctcd space effort for lYASA, DOD, and others, using 

the STS and alternate programs of existing and/or new expendable launch 

systems. 

NASA informed the Congress of other categories of cost required for 

the STS but did not provide cost estimates for future years for some of 

these categories. 

The following table presents the cost estimate from the STS/alternate 

programs analysis as presented to the Congress in March 1972. It includes 

DOD costs and STS operatin, D costs from 1779 through 1990. 

NASA officials stated that they have confidence in the estimates for 

defined program elements identified as baselines, whereas, the other 

estimates are considered preliminary or planning estimates which are likely 
-. - - 

to change when the final confibmations have been established. 

'NASA has updated its mission model throughout the program. Therefore, 
matters presented in the staff study involve 439, 581, or 782 flight 
mission models. 
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TABLE 1 

Elements Cost Estimate 

Non-recwring Costs: 

Developmental Costs--Research, Development, 
Test and Evaluation (RDT&E) 

Orbiter Inventory (Refurbishment of the two 
development orbiters and production of 
three orbiters) 

Modifications and Requirements for 
Expendable Upper Stages 

Facilities (Including two launch sites): 
NASA $ .300” 
DOD .500 

Reusable Space Tugs: 
RDT8-E 
Investment 

$ 0638 
.I.71 

Total 

Recurring Costs During O-perations 

TOTAL 

$ 5.150a 

1.003” 

.2go 

.803 

.8og 

$ 8,049 

8.050~ 

$16.wg 

"Baseline estimate. 

b A baseline estimate has been established for the average 
cost per flight of the space shuttle based on a 439 flight 
mission model rather than the 581 flight mission model used 
in this analysis. 
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elements included in the znnlysis and considers them to be bsselinr: ccrt 

estimates. These estimates are (1) $5.150 billion for RDT& of the s&ace 

shuttle, (2) $300 mAllion for WSA's srace shuttle facilities, and (3) ,$l.O 

billion for refurbishment of txo development orbiters and production of 

three orbiters. Apart from the Xarch 1972 analysis, ITASA established a 

baseline estimate of $10.45 million as the average cost per flight2 for 

the shuttle based on a 439 flight mission model. 

In addition to shuttle facilities to be funded within NASA's $300 

million baseline estimate, some facility and facility related costs are 

chargeable against the $5.150 billion PDT&Z baseline estimate. These 

costs are for: 

Unforscen facilities requirements - When facilities requirements of 

$25,000 or less are not forseen at budget submission or are forseen but 

not validated, authority provided by recent authorization acts is utilized 

'by NASA to fund them from its Research and Development (R&D) Appropriation 

if they cannot be deferred to the next budget cycle. This same authority 

can be used if the facilities have been made urgent by changed circumstances 

after preparation of the annual budget. According to NASA, the funds spent 

for all such projects are periodically reported to the Congress and have 

totaled less than $1 million to date, 

lAlso referred to by NASA as Design, Development, Test, and Evaluation 

2 The $10.45 million per flight estimate was based on a 439 flight mission 
model rather than the 581 flight mission model considered in developing 
the $16.1 billion STS cost estimate. 
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a~-&, allows I!ASA to ux Ed f’unds for facility items, other than lr.n!L, 

at locations other than installations of th, 0 iJ:SFi Administrator when 

they are used in the performance of RX) contracts. by excrcisin< this 

authority, ::!&A has obl.i-;ated and char=;ed to the P3TZ.Z estimate $18.'~ 

million for SSX test and assembly facilities at Conoga Park and Santa 

Susana, California. 

Locally funded projects - Mew construction and additions to existing 

facilities up to $10,000 and rehabilitation and modifications up to k 

$25,000 are not charged against the $300 million estimate. These projects 

are charged against the RDT8.Z estimate when the facilities uniquely support 

shuttle requirements. L!e did not determine the funds spent on such projects, 

if any. 

Non-collateral equipment - Non-collateral equipment is defined by 

NASA as equipment that II... can be severed and removed after erection or 

installation without substantial loss of value or damage thereto or to the 

premises where installed." By definition non-collateral equipment are not 

facility items and are therefore not charged against the $300 million 

estimate, Examples of this type equipment include office furnishings and 

1aboratorJ equipment. According to NASA personnel, shuttle related non- 

collateral equipment is charged to shuttle PDT&E and, to the extent possible, 

is disclosed to the Congress in annual construction of facility budgets and 

other documents. Non-collateral equipment costing about $31.5 to $35.5 

million will be required for projects included in IJASA's fiscal year 1974 

budget estimates. 
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costs included shuttle related costs paid through WSA's Research and 

Program Xxnageraent (R&RX) ATyropriation and certain costs not defined 

NASA as shuttle RDTI-rcE ccsts. Also, the $16.1 billion estimate :.-as in 

1971 dollars and therefore, did not consider inflation over the life of 

the program. 

The following are STS elements which do not have baseline cost estimates. 

The cost estimates shopm are in some instances contractor estimates and 

have not been subjected to in-depth reviews by NASA. 

cost 
Estimate 
March 1972 
(millions) 

Elements considered in the Karch 1972 STS analysis: 

Modifications and requirements for expendable 
upper stages - _ 

Development and investment for reusable space 
tugs 

DOD facilities 

Recurring STS operating costs exclusive of the 
space shuttle operating cost 

Elements excluded from the Karch 1972 STS analysis: 

R&PM costs 

R&D costs not defined as development cost 
chargeable against the STS 

$ 290 

$ 809 

$ 500 

See below 

See below 

See below 

See below inflation 
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billion from 1979 t!ir~~~h 13?9. A baseline estimate has been establish;4 

only for cost per flight of tile space s!17xttle, ho::'ever, it was bzed on i?!. 

433 i'li[:ht mission r:odel rather -Elan the 581 PliE;llt mission mod?1 that Y:Z,S 

used in formula king the $16.1 billion estimate. Operating c;,ats not 

baselined included such items as the cost per flight for (1) expendable 

upper stages which TUSA estimated to range from $1 million to $10 millian 

(1973 dollars) and (2) the srscc tug which NASA estimated to be about $1 

million (1973 dollars). 

Shuttle Related RUJ Costs 

Funds expended from the OiGF's space shuttie budget line item of NASA's 

R&D Appropriation are the only charges made against the development baseline 

estrimske of $5.150 billion. These charges do not include some additional 

Re;D effort related to shuttle development. KASA officials stated that a 

definite dividiag line dces not exist bekreen FED effort which should be 
- - 

charged against the space shuttle estimate and R&D effort which should not. 

One member of the Senate Authorization Committee on Aeronautical and 

Space Sciences expressed concern about NASA's accounting practices. This 

Senator stated that: 

"My own feeling is that at the outset of a project such 
as this (space shuttle), where there is bound to be some 
controversy, I think that for the purposes of your credi- 
bility factor and ours, it would be best to have this 
(space shuttle appropriation) as a separate line item, and 
have everything in R&D included there . . . Then nobody can 
accuse either you or the committee of having hidden costs." 
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The I\JAS.4 fidministrxtor Kid this could be done, but no action has ?x:n 

-this aI!ouI?t r:ere considered and added to the Tenorted pro.qam obli.;atic?s, 

total WI cbligaticns ::ould be $583.2 million or 25 percent greater. The 

obligations -ze identified are discussed below. 

Shuttle Technolc-r:, and Shuttle Vehicle and Rngine Definition 

Shuttle Tcchnolo~~ and Shuttle Ve'hicle and Engine Definition funds of 

$12.4 million from funds appropriated in 1970 are not considered by NASA as 

chargeable to their RDTG3 estimate. These obligations were primaril;r 

incurred during early clevclopmcntal phases and were excluded by an informal 

agreement reached bct::een 1%4S4 and the Office of 11anagement and J3Lq3-r-t. c b' 

According to ILK?, they should not be charged against the baseline estimat: 

bec,ausc they T;rcre for feasibility studies rather than for development. 
- . 

By examining research and technology project definitions for KG4 

organizations, we identified about $93.0 million (Table 3) obligated by the 

ONSF and the Office of Aeronautics and Space Technology (OAST) for research 

and technology projects which appear to be in support of shuttle development. 
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Prior to 
Or.-23 1 :*ati cn 1.3'iO 1970 

$1.2 $2 

1971 1972 19'73 -- 

OfXiT $30.1 $23.3 $6.8 

0T.W 0.0 4.4 -- 5.6 8.4 2.3 --- 

TOTALS $1.2 $15.0 $35.7 $31.7 $3.1 . PY --- 

1374 thru 
11/39/73 T&n1 

"Figures do not add due to rounding. 

NASA officials said that there is no clear distinction betvleen R&D 

efforts represented by these obligations and those efforts which are charged 

against the RDTZ.3 estimate. 

Concerning CAST effort, NASA stated in 1972 Congressional testimony 

that "The OAST Shuttle technolo,g prosram will . . . support the Office of 

Manned Space Flight Shuttle program activities as appropriate to hclF assure 

that the shuttle vehicle will. be built on schedule and within the available 

Ifunds." 

NASA stated that non-shuttle funded supporting research generally 

concentrates on "state-of-the-art technology" with broad potential ap~li- 

cation in 

ment of a 

and other 

This 

future programs while shuttle funded tasks concentrate on develop- 

particular approach consistent with the shuttle system configuratlcn 

requirements, 

explanation did not appear to be consistently valid for the ressucll 

projects we examined. For example, the justification for a 1973 OXSF research 

project entitled Space Shuttle--Aerothermodynamics, the funds for which arc 

charged to the RDT&Z estimate (about $676 thousand obligated through June jl?, 

19731, reads in part as follows: 
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f'unds for :::?ich are not charged to the PLDTC'L estimte (about $319 thoi?~:;,n~l 

obligated throazh IJovember 30, 1973)) reads almost identica.lly: 

"The objective of this,.. is to provide support fcr the acro- 
d;,naz.L c and thermodynamic development of the Space Shuttle 
vehicle. The tasks listed are of analytical and experimental 
nature. They involve the development of criteria and methods in . 
those areas where adequate PnolTledge or prediction tools exist 
for the definition of aercther!:~dynamic environments or design 
values. The follo?:ing items listed below have been selected 
because of their critical impact on the shuttle design: (1) 
AerodyxoJnic Study of Space Shuttle Vehicle Concepts, (2) Shuttle 
Load Distributions, (3) Sooster Staging Envircnment,..." 

D~velon~ent, Test. and Xi.ssion Operations 

Shuttle related R&D costs are also paid from the OKSF Develolxxnt, 

Test, hi-13 IXnsion @erations (DT?IO) portion of I\TASA's IGD Appropriation. 

DTl.3 funds Drovide a variety of contractual general support costs for 

manned space flight activities. No estimate 57as-made for the amount of 

these costs related to the STS, although KASA informed the Congress that 

some DTZIO costs would be related to shuttle development. KASA officials 

stated that the shuttle RDTE estimate was made under the assumption that 

DTPIO funding would be maintained at an annual level of about $200 million 

(197l dollars). 

Some of the general su2por-t programs planned that will benefit the 

shuttle include materials ix-"' ti~lng at the Yhite Sands Test Facility and 
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~1ectr.i m.1 ymvcr instrrlr~~ntation tcstinr at JSC. Future rlcci::lc~x l-11? 

;,-ly~-$rgy &-&qj:r,clyi;~1 t:i::;.;: ;;'L1:/. 'oy :xc!cr~.~~ll.shcd by Sii~~iAlF? Iv.3 cnn- 

tractors or by contractors ;~~CW-iliTl~ ;'IA':.'S inctltutional support will 

nora2L!.-y dcte7mine >Illeti;cr tllcy arc charged to the shuttle iLr)T?Z r:sti::l?.tc 

or to DgT‘13. 0z-d.;; tl!e cost of those tasks performed by shuttle R,?.3 con- 

tractors are ckwged to the fDT?C estimate. 

As an example of DE.:0 funding, $11.2 miXLion of DTXO costs TIcrc 

incurred a:, I.ISFC in direct support of the Space Shuttle Program from 

July 1372 through December 1373. This amoun-t; represents about 10.4 r,cxent 

of the total DYE.10 funds allocated to KSK! for fiscal years 1973 and 1974. 

Research and Program 11anaqemen-t 

Consistent ::itli the NASA appropriation structure, civil service 

manpcxer costs and logistics, teclxical, and administrative support costs 

are funded by the R&K1 appropriation. For 

ITAS!L identified 1,234 and 2,3m positions, 

on the Space Shuttle Prcgram. This number 

about 5,030 at the peLak of the development 

fiscal years 1972 and 1973, 

respectively, as direct effort 

WELS expected to increase to 
-. _d 

program. Shuttle related costs 

of $84.6 million were funded by this appropriation from July 1969 through 

November 1973. R&PM costs are not charged against the shuttle's baseline 

estimate. Therefore, future decisions on whether tasks will be accomplished 

by NASA personnel or by shuttle contractors will determine whether the costs 

are charged xainst the baseline estimate. 



Inflation 

and the total a >rmt of inflation -ineuri~er3. c2.n 112 influenc,; 1 by mna~cwn'i 

included S.n estti?tes mdc by Federal agencies. Our position was prez~mted 

to the Congress in a repot+ entitled "Estimates of the &pact of Inflation 

on the Costs of pro-posed PrcCrms Should Be Available to Comittees of the 

COilg:re S E , ” dated December 14, 1972 (2-176873). 

The Fotential inflationary iqact of a recent decision on total shuttle 

program costs is presented belo:r for illustrsticn: 

During fiscal year 1974 Senate authorization hearings, 
KASA ?Jin3un2cd -that the c:i, ,L-tktle development progrm had 
been extended by 3 mnths 
lg+ -* 

in order to hold fiscal year 
,YpXLli>; I,3 t11.2 tarS?ts set 717 -t>e PresXcnt. This 

exknsion 1511 result in i;?.?i.?.tionaYy incmases because 
more fimls Will be eqT!~~~~ duin~ the later years Cf 
tfie -p-e? -7:. -ALcJ-2z than previously +mmd. Projected inflationary 
increxes due to this chzn,;e EC sho,rm in the follox.'ng 
table. fib2 inflationary factor of 5 percent $.er year i was 
as suxed In the calculation. 

. J-P P. 5 percent per year factor xas selected by GAO because 
KASA had Freviously used this rate as the inflation 
factor for 1972. 
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Estiante Ze?"orc 
g-;kTlt!l 3cl2.y 

RDTX Estiiuate >:it'l-out 
Inflation $5.150 

Inflations-rf Cost 1.406 

Total Estimate Including 
Inflation $6,556 

Additional inflationary cost increases 

$ -o- 

.07:, 

$ .076 

can be anticipated fzcnl othee 

~~ai2~eaen-l decisions. A delay of the first manned orbital flight by an 

additional 4 to 6 mcrlthe as amoumced by the N4Sh Artiinistrator in 

February 19711, and a Z-year delay in production of two orbiters should 

increase STS costs because of inflation. SdditionslPr >, changes made in 

the t7it7iing of fund& for facilities should result in similar iscrmses. 

In vier.7 of the irqact of inflation, NASA has- undertaken discussions 

with the Office of K,anagment and Budget to recognize the influence of 

inflation in Drojecting funding levels for its program in the futze. 

. 
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and cost rcr flii;ht--is ~e-1; forth belo:r. 

PL4SA's baseline estimate of $5.150 billion was for the cost to 

design, develo_n, test, and evalu:ate tvo orbiters (includ<nZ the Ss:Y> 

and the SR3 and 27 needed to fc! six development missions. This esti- 

mate KLS evaluated in detail by TLW4Jand the ILrlSA Administrator made a 

corzG.t!nerlt to develop the space shuttle ktithin the estimate. NPSA has 

subdivided the estkzte into ten mxjor categories. This subdivision 

together with recorded obligations through Eovembcr 30, 1373, is sho:.q 

in thy c _ J.ollo~:-ing table: 

1 The status of the baseline esthate for refurbishment of TV.-o develoy- 
ment orbiters and production of three new orbiters is not discussed- 
because the Space Shuttle Progrctm is still in the design and develop- 
ment phase. 

I_,._ , ‘1: , 
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4,gll.5c 

21.9 

482.0 

1,0%3 

a 
Dctsiled estjmtes vcre not pepred by EASA. 

bTie estimte in real yeay dolla--- la is the estimte in 1971 dollars inme:.:?. 
by assmed inflation factors. 

%stirntes for the orbiter, mLn en$nes, cxtemal tank, and solid rocket 
booster were cozbinzd at IXSA's request so as not to hinder contract n?:o- 
tiations with spxe shuttle cont.rwtors. 

E?Figurcs do not add due to rounding. 
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ho-,.:evei', I:UA snnounccd a revised cost cstixate of $5.2 billion an2 ;1 

revised dcvelop::lunt sch&ule due to a reduction in its fiscal year 1375 

budget request fro? ) AZ?? nillion to $8SO rYt.llion. rt. . . . The 950 mlllon mcrzxc 

thz i'yL;ails of th? rmi SChediJk vith its contr:?xtors. Projected RLjT&E 

Fiscal. years 

1375 
1776 
1977 
19’78 
Balance to Comlete (1973 CC, 1985) 

Total 

- 37 - 
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$310 million, as sho:m in Table 6. The amounts shoim de-gict antici::;ted 

costs throq<h 1980 and are expressed in 1971 dollars. 

1 
Collateral equipment Ls defined as that quiFment which, if removcfd, 
~rould impair the usejhlness, safety, or cnvirolxnent of the facility. 
Exwp1es include elevators and heating, ventilating, and air con- 
ditionin; systems. 



12.0 

46.0 

40.9 

150.0 

$ 277.0 

23.0 ~-- 

$ 300.0 

26.4 - 23.4 &:: - ’ ’ 11,. 

37.0 - 42.0 ( g.o)- ( h. 

30.7 - 41.7 ( 2.2)- . _ 

135.7 - 148.7 ( 14.3)- ( 10.. 

$ 2G3.4 - $231; .4 $( 13.6)- $ 3.’ 

21.6 - 23.6 ( l.G)- .;: ___. 

$ 285.0 - $10.0 $(l:j.O)- i, 'I;,; 
- - 

I.?/G?'s explanation for the above vark.,- ‘lnces ms not furnished in ttix 

for OUT evaluation but is included 2s Appendix ii. Roreovcr, the s~ccif~c 

projcc'is for :%ich cost grodh Is projected by iW% xere not identli'ied in 

the information furnished. Iio::cver, we noted during our revieli that potcr,:i?l 

COZIJ g,rok:l-s!~ave been identified by XASA on at least three projects: orbltcr 

lending facilities, mobile launchers,and SSXE test facilities. Even if tiles,.: 

Cost Growths materialize, however, E%SA's goal is to complete the facilities 

pro~rm within the $3W million estimte because qf offsetting changes ;,kich 

C&hi; occur in othei l'xility rcquiremcnts. 
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Fuel and Propellants .20 

Program Support 1.76 

TOWIS $ 10.45 

$ 5.34. _. $ 1.25 

.70 

-23 

930 

1.97 

$ 9.06 

.70 

-o- 

( JO> 
.21) ( 

$ 1.33 

"These cost elements were combincci because they are considered corltractor 
scnaltivc in~orrxxtion, which, iI" disclosed, could comprokse KU4's co:ltr:.c? 
negotiations. 

Prilrxxry reasons for changes in the estimctl;es are: 
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+---I7 r-‘ 1’ 5 I. ._ eFt.i.r :itcs 2-14 the ‘SC of ffvc 
bOtJ.jtC-YS frCJ I?Z:TC!: pll;Tse k 

Incre;?c:c rci;~ll.tin,~ Eroj better definition of 
booster nnd an increase in attrition rate1 

(r.illionsj 

Crcl:hd on~r~tior~ --d-L'-"- 
Increase dLiQ to zXitionc?l manpolier for tl:o 

launch sltcs (0rig;Fnnl estiixte assumed one 
launch sit?) 

Decrease rcsl:lt<ng frcm reduction in ranpo:rer 

rate 

Net incrccse 

Spares 
Decrease resulting from deletion of abort sokid 

rocl:ct rotors 2nd exclusion of installation 
coctr. J-or ti:crr,xl protcction system 

Dccrzase from update of orbiter spzre rcquire- 
nent 

Ret decrwse 

($054) 

( .16) -- 
($.iO) -- 

Fuels T-d Drcre1.j zr!:ts --.--. - ----_- --.- 
Incrcz- resultin;: Lrom resizing to larger tank 

and orbiter 
Incrc zse resultin:g from additional prodrlction 

facilities for ts;o leunch sites 
Net increase 

$.03 

.c)7 
$ . 10 --- 

Proqrzm support 
Increase reoultinc frcm ndiitional manpower 

requirement for t:ro lnu9ch sites $.21 

The change from one to two launch sites resulted in an estimated cost 

increase of $540 thousand per flight or a total increase of about 

$237 million. 

. 
'Individual figures were excluded because they are considered to 

be contrxtor sensitive information by NASA. 
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f;‘,; : - ._ - ‘i’, !: 
- ----- - 

~l-‘,i~T);;L:; 
--- 

is to schedule all yo=;ixm pksses in the most efficient and econozic~l 

mnne;- consistent ;Tith mticipteri wnu:~l furlding. All Level III 

milea-kvnes hzve not been offi.ciz1I.y approved, and cocsequzn'Ay, l:ere 

timframs for the first horlzontsl flight, the first mane-", orbit21 

as presented ill the fiscal ;resr 19Tk and 1975 b@;ct sub~~~ssions to t:.l,z 

Congress xre 8s follows: 
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eliminated sly re2uix:?ent for SR3 thrust termination to cffe~~t 

early seprstion an 3 resulted in a "safer" system confipxaticc. 

A total progrs:n cost re-luztion af $3'1.8 xillion is ant,Icil~zter', 'GO 
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bility is 211.5 hours, but various studiec, art -mder ::ay to reduce t'_i1S 

time. 
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The o\cei-all pro;rr,n pl:nning, directicn, and evaluatim is cor~duc~:til 

by the Space Sh>ittlc Pro,p,rx Director Kithin the Office of ?lsr.ned Space 

Flight (O???) ;!t ?:1?.SB l'cadquarters. Ee recomxnds the total prograrr, 

budgczt, nlloxi~s 2nd cmtrols research end devclcp~ent (R&D) resources 

withir: authori::: level , and defines and ccntrols program rcquirecents. 

Prc(:fc:: rc::t~*t;-t .;r,t:. L( cmtxoll~d by the Space Shuttle Program Dircct,>,r rirc 

knowr, ;lr, I,cv-~l I progrr.3 rc?uirwsnts. 

The authority to m.ax~:c the shuttle prograr on a day-to-day basis 
_ . 

has bccn deie:?tcd to JSC as the lead center. A JSC Space Shuttle Progrx 

Office (Lc:'el TI) has been established to provide msna~ctm~t and techpirz1 

integration for the entire effort in cooperation with project x.an?:ers 

(Level III). 

Five Space SSuttle Ilroject I:anagers have been designated: one at 

JSC, three at NSFC, and me at J<SC. Each of these managers, except the 

KSC manager, is responsible for one of the shuttle's najor components, 

. I.e., the orbiter, SSX, ET, or SW. They must design and develop their 

projects, nana:,e appliczblc ccntracts, cud establish Level III requimr?nts. 
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work elocents will be used to identify, plan, budget, allocate, authorize, 

schedule, and report on prograrx x?crk and related resources. In con j c12 c- 

tion with the l:orl< brezkdcsm structure, a prograrr! logic diagram will be 

developed. The diagram will graphically depict the integration of 

sys ten e3 erzents and thcFr i nterrt! lationships . 
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SlIUttlcjSpaccl~~t: flights 336 

hJA54 :In%f I .I.. the DCD I've studied a variety of upper stage approzchcs 

includ:lng (1) expc:idable stag;cs not having payload retrieval or in-o:Lit 

servicir?g capabilities and (2) recoverable space tuss with varyir,g per- 

fornancc capabilities (payload deli-.-cry; payload delivery and retriewl; 

or payload delivery, retrieval, 2nd in-orbit servicing). 

NAS,?'s ?izrch 1372 mission model analysis included expendable Cmt.?ur 

aztd hgcna stages 9s ir.tcric, upper stages from 1979 through 1984 and a 



spat? t I!f :!-I?? I.??5 ‘3 iI . ‘l’i., i y ;::.tT.s-1 rr;;si:-tt rl 17: zgql sl--7’!-7 1 1 l,js--.: ,, .i ‘,u-L ‘Y: 

c a 1 i c J fl2r 65 .'L;,LII:, Cli?C: CT, Cf.,!' [ ‘.1!1: f1l.;1: i!, I : L? .: i-,)L- 1.7; SF2Cz i-l:%; :I: ,,'.- . 

Eig?lt A!:cna kick-sta?e fli;;htr- t~cro also called for from 1985 tl~rr.r::~h 

15°C _I. 

11: \Tic:': Of T)Ca'e;': T-p L LC r ,-c.r funding problems for develop-cnt of th2 k,i!uttlc 

and hu:I(-Tt constr.1; ot- ,Ar:ts on space cf;ort, a tentative agreement :.rns ~a(:?:~ d 

beo:ccn ZI?SA and the IISkr: in October 1373 calling for a three-phased 

upper stape deveio2Zi>nt. The first ph: ?e wr?s the OCS, cihich would be a 

modified exist-LnS stqe ant!. would be developed by the USA.. Leadin:; 

canc'i2:Ltc-: for :.~cdiEic~tion wre the Agena, Centaur, and Transtage. 

The deci: .ion on yihether the COS \.jould be expendable or reusable has 

not beer, 1: '2. 1U.S:; 2nd the VSAE are currently locking into perforrance 

trade-oFfs, rcqairo~ misrion cqpabilitics, capture ch:‘racteristirs, f'undin~ 

trade-ofrs, dcvclol:~ nt trade-offs, and safety considerxticns. 

The sccr.1~1 -has:? IXG cn interim space tr;; which would be operational in 

1.9 35. Th.is tit> WPS to be CcqE' ie of paylocd dcpioyment, retrieval, and 

in-orb:= ser:Ticing of payload based on existing technology t2,rcuc.h fiscal 

year 1976 and was to use cn e::inting engine. The third phase xas a full- 

performance space tug which was to be operational sufficiently be:rcnd 19C5 

to justify the development of the interim tug. This tug would be more 

powerful than the interim tug and would be based on technology available 

beyond fiscal year 1975. It \?ould require new engine dexrelcpment to 

accomplish its desired capabilities. 
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Ip. ~~CCiT.:lr_ I- i !:7 3, :‘.I ” ‘. :1 ! ::. r: I,. . .‘C , -: rcnfik-s?cl the tr nt;tlvc r .-cl2 >. :>t 

coricel-iiir,;: LL.~~c:!:~;:;..;nt oi t:lc: CL!.‘, but citGI:;,c~! rrur.1 the interim ';~.;.,:';:,:1~.-- 

perforxnce t?!s apprc:ch to the c'evclopr :nt of a full.-capability t:qs 

in:, t~::d . 

IJZYS‘l ~t~!t~d that t:he change from the ttlrec l>li>s,ed uprer staEe 

development t0 the CcrirCnt tentative ple!. Vas m.nde pcssible by rc?:,cinz 

the rcqu<red roundtsip cepabbil-ity 1;2tvsn ICY earth orbit and geos;.n- 

chronous orbit from 3,OFO pounds (full-performance tug) to 2,400 pounJr; 

(full-cc?ab:iity tu;) . The decrense reduced the technical challenzc in 

tug dcvclc Fxnt beca?lse %t eliminated t:~e need for c?evelcpment of a ne;r 

engine. This factor and ether projected hardr.z-re changes account for a 

reductinn in the c:;tir.rlted d:1.c lopmznt cost from ,SU?O rG.llion (1973 iolla:.r.) 

for the fi:ll-p-rforcznce tu: to $400 milllon (1973 dollars) for tl::: full- 

cepcbil:' cy tug. I'>.S,1 \:i!.I br resFons?ble for plnnning related to tl:is 

tug, and ofEicials of both ae,sncies stated that EASh \xill probably be 

rcsponsil;Ic for d>velopcent. _ - 

COST 

In the March 1972 analysis, YASA included abcut $132 million fez 

dexrelopmcnt of cqendable qper sta:es (modified hyena and Centaur stc.:cs), 

$635 million for development of the space tq, and $171 million for invcct- 

mcnt in space tugs. NASA officials testified in congressional hezrinys 

that the estimated cost per flir,ht for the tt, 10 was $1 million and that tI;e 

estimated cost per flight for the Centaur was $8 million. 
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This is in rixp3ti:e kc ihe above refer er,ced GAO inquiry requesting an explanaticn 
of the \KlrIa!::c~s ill if- ,,- sF,uttlz ruciliiy ru:~ou~ costs frcn those originolly developed, 
&ted April 15, 1972, Jnri the current estitnot(As dated Dzcembsr 73, 1973. 

it is our i:l!entio:? Crld goal to accompli:h space Shuitle facility requirements within 

the ‘$XCr williw (1971 doi!srs) commitment. Our latest eztimstes indicate clearly that 
we arr stitl r;:i i,:rgot, Inevitably, however, we expected ar ’ experienced some 
intw-~21 \:t;i.lai icris bc:v~e~n the mzior cateGwies fhat make up tl~e $2120 millicq tota!, 
Erc:.diy 5; :.:.r!tir.-f, ihe:e vwiazces are thz result of some Aan, :. from ihe ori~ir~i 
assump! icr:;, irweascd requit : mzflts in some flrc%, decreased rr:quiremcnts in C,:;f-zr 

categories, and better definition and improve;1 ccsk estimates of the facilities as we 
move from thz conce$ucl sfagre to the design and construction phases. 

Specifically, the tjlormal prctecticz system (TPS) facilities have increased by 
apprt::I,,,-’ ‘--1eiy one millio;l dollars (1971 doilars). This increo-e is yrimgrily dus 
to the need for an c,i-!ificnal requirement at JSC to provide caFabiIity for 
verification and acceptance testing for the #TPS materia I o 

- 
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Con?” ,.-r-n;::; 16~: rnc;nlif:crui ing and final assem!JIy Facilitic; for ihc orhii*:r c..I-~ 

exi;mcli tank, (1 net inciccl32 of u~prwim~tsly $15 millirJn V;GS expr_rienrzcJ, 

The maior part of ihc incrt:ase is attributed to the facility rccluircments at 
Downc:; r‘nd Pa I,il(!.z Ir: in s:rpp’~~ t of tll~ orbiizr manufacturing and a:scmbiy. 
The scl::c!ion of the:< piarifs fcr this function WCS predicated otl the succe~:fuI 
prcpc:al hy Rc.cl~s~~2li in mid-1772, In cur initial csfimates, we CEX red a 
cji{fcrcilt 1s~ fion ant a difkrc nt manufacturing pl::n for the orbikr assembly 

functkn:. Al:horr~!l ~hr: I;4ichou:! ::~n,‘:ly Fccility was i:.c;:eIincc! fcr the 
cxicrr.3 I tariffs, some it:Ci. (2se ',:'a5 &,;I;-,=riencsd for i!;ese faci Iifie; as wcl I. The 
current rigures tire ;;c!r?d on prelilnin:ry engineering rfFo+ that was accompli&cd 
ill tlls fall of 1772, after fnichoud yfos seIec;ed for th:: external tank activiti t. 
Tl~csc costs havs I-IS-t: kr_.n ccnfirmed a:ir-r ihc /hartin (,loriLtta Corpcration ; :s 
se icctcd fc : illc dcv:: Irap;;-2;it Cff; ri e 

Tllc grclund ti:si fe:iliii: 3; cates3ry com5ines those facility catcg3ries fircviously 
idcni i’iec: * ! tile kr?:iI 1772 summary as vCl:iClC development test, sysiems infegra- 

. . 
tion and ci-cw training, mission co:;;,ol and horizcntol flight ieztir.3. The fo:al 
for thi: category is essenticlly il:e sc ,ne now a s in the original estimate!-; althcugh 

soma variations have occurred within the projects involve.d. 

Regarding the launch and landing futilities, our current estimates indicate 

potential reductions in the amount of 58-10 million. This is based on completed 

preliminary engineering for several projects and the final design of only one 
project, the runway. Again, it is too soon to reach final conclusions in this 
area although we feel confident that the j 1.50 million previously estimated fcr 
these facilities, would not be exceededa 
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